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FIG. 2: (Color online) Comparison with experimental ratios
R = F A

2 /F D
2 . The ordinate indicates the fractional differences

between experimental data and theoretical values: (Rexp −

Rtheo)/Rtheo.
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ters cannot be determined easily by the present data.
The χ2 analysis results are shown in comparison with

the data. First, χ2 values are listed for each nuclear
data set in Table III. The total χ2 divided by the degree
of freedom is 1.58. Comparison with the actual data is
shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 for the FA

2 /FD
2 , FA

2 /FC,Li
2 ,

and Drell-Yan (σpA
DY /σpA′

DY ) data, respectively. These ra-
tios are denoted Rexp for the experimental data and Rtheo

for the parametrization calculations. The deviation ra-
tios (Rexp−Rtheo)/Rtheo are shown in these figures. The
NPDFs are evolved to the experimental Q2 points, then
the ratios (Rexp − Rtheo)/Rtheo are calculated.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Parametrization results are compared
with the data of F2 ratios F Ca

2 /F D
2 and Drell-Yan ratios

σpCa
DY /σpD

DY . The theoretical curves and uncertainties are cal-
culated at Q2=5 GeV2 for the F2 ratios and at Q2=50 GeV2

for the Drell-Yan ratios.

As examples, actual data are compared with the
parametrization results in Fig. 5 for the ratios FCa

2 /FD
2

and σpCa
DY /σpD

DY . The shaded areas indicate the ranges of
NPDF uncertainties, which are calculated at Q2=5 GeV2

for the F2 ratios and at Q2=50 GeV2 for the Drell-Yan
ratios. The experimental data are well reproduced by the
parametrization, and the the data errors agree roughly
with the uncertainty bands. We should note that the
parametrization curves and the uncertainties are calcu-
lated at at Q2=5 and 50 GeV2, whereas the data are
taken at various Q2 points. In Fig. 5, the smallest-
x data at x=0.0062 for FCa

2 /FD
2 seems to deviate from

the parametrization curve. However, the deviation comes
simply from a Q2 difference. In fact, if the theoretical ra-
tio is estimated at the experimental Q2 point, the data
point agrees with the parametrization as shown in Fig.
2.
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Diffractive Contribution to Deep Inelastic Scattering: 
Implications for QCD Sum Rules and Nuclear Parton Distributions
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Inclusive Diffraction at HERA

F.-P. Schillinga∗ (on behalf of the H1 and ZEUS collaborations) †

aDESY, Notkestr. 85, D-22603 Hamburg, Germany

New precision measurements of inclusive diffractive deep-inelastic ep scattering interactions, performed by the
H1 and ZEUS collaborations at the HERA collider, are discussed. A new set of diffractive parton distributions,
determined from recent high precision H1 data, is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the biggest challenges in our under-
standing of QCD is the nature of colour sin-
glet exchange or diffractive interactions. The
electron-proton collider HERA is an ideal place to
study hard diffractive processes in deep-inelastic
ep scattering (DIS). In such interactions, the
point-like virtual photon probes the structure of
colour singlet exchange, similarly to inclusive DIS
probing proton structure.

2

β

Figure 1: Illustration of
a diffractive DIS event.

At HERA,
around 10% of
low x events
are diffractive
[1]. Experimen-
tally, such events
are identified by
either tagging
the elastically
scattered pro-
ton in Roman
pot spectrometers
60− 100 m down-
stream from the
interaction point
or by asking for

a large rapidity gap without particle production
between the central hadronic system and the
proton beam direction.

A diagram of diffractive DIS is shown in Fig. 1.
A virtual photon coupling to the beam electron

∗e-mail address: fpschill@mail.desy.de
†Talk presented at 31st Intl. Conference on High Energy
Physics ICHEP 2002, Amsterdam

interacts diffractively with the proton through
the exchange of a colour singlet and produces a
hadronic system X with mass MX in the final
state. If the 4-momenta of the incoming (out-
going) electron and proton are labeled l (l′) and
p (p′) respectively, the following kinematic vari-
ables can be defined: Q2 = −q2 = −(l − l′)2, the
photon virtuality; β = Q2/q.(p − p′), the longi-
tudinal momentum fraction of the struck quark
relative to the diffractive exchange; xIP = q.(p −
p′)/q.p, the fractional proton momentum taken
by the diffractive exchange and t = (p− p′)2, the
4-momentum squared transferred at the proton
vertex. Bjorken-x is given by x = xIP β. For the
measurements presented here typical values of xIP

are < 0.05. y = Q2/sx denotes the inelasticity,
where s is the ep CMS energy.

A diffractive reduced cross section σD(4)
r can be

defined via

d4σep→eXp

dxIP dt dβ dQ2
=

4πα2

βQ4

(

1 − y +
y2

2

)

σD(4)
r (xIP , t, β, Q2) , (1)

which is related to the diffractive structure func-
tions FD

2 and the longitudinal FD
L by

σD
r = FD

2 −
y2

2(1 − y + y2

2 )
FD

L . (2)

Except at the highest y, σD
r = FD

2 to a very good
approximation. If the outgoing proton is not de-
tected, the measurements are integrated over t:

σD(3)
r =

∫

dt σD(4)
r .

Diffractive DISDiffractive DIS 
(DDIS)
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We address the validity of the momentum sum rule for deep inelastic nuclear structure functions.

One of the most surprising results of the NuTeV mea-
surement [1] of nuclear structure functions in deep in-
elastic charged-current reactions ⌫A ! µX is the ab-
sence of anti-shadowing in the domain 0.1 < xBj < 0.2.
As shown by Refs. [2–4], the parton distribution of nu-
clei measured in deep inelastic neutrino reactions shows
no enhancement above additivity in this domain, and is
thus distinctly di↵erent from the corresponding Parton
Distribution Function (PDF) measured in charged lep-
ton deep inelastic scattering (Figure 1). This striking
di↵erence between neutrino vs. deep inelastic scattering
measurements is in direct conflict with the conventional
expectation that the quark and gluon distributions of
the nucleus are universal properties of the nuclear eigen-
state and are thus process independent. Moreover, the
NuTeV measurement contradicts the expectation that
anti-shadowing, �A

A�N
> 1, will compensate for the shad-

owing of the nuclear PDF, �A
A�N

< 1, which is observed
in the domain 0.1 < xBj < 0.2 in order to restore the
momentum sum rule [10, 11].

The NuTeV results thus call into question theoreti-
cal expectations concerning the fundamental nature of
leading-twist deep inelastic scattering reactions on nu-
clei.

The shadowing vs. anti-shadowing of nuclear cross sec-
tions can be understood as a Glauber phenomenon in-
volving the constructive vs. destructive interference of
two-step and one-step amplitudes illustrated in Figure 2
[12]. The key points underlying this mechanism are:

• The first step of the two-step amplitude involves
leading-twist Di↵ractive Deep Inelastic Scattering
(DDIS) on a front-face nucleon N1 which leaves the
nucleon intact. In fact, DDIS in �⇤N ! NX reac-
tions has been observed to satisfy Bjorken scaling,
and approximately 10% of high energy DIS events
are di↵ractive [13, 14].

⇤ Also at Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, INFN, Frascati, Italy;
sl4y@virginia.edu
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the ratio of iron to deuteron nu-
clear structure functions measured in deep inelastic neutrino-
nucleus scattering (NuTeV [1], CDHSW [5]), and muon-
nucleus scattering (BCDMS [6] and NMC [7, 8]). All data are
displayed in the online Durham HepData Project Database
[9]. Anti-shadowing is absent in the neutrino charged current
data.

• The second step of the two-step amplitude involves
the inelastic scattering of the state X on a second
nucleon N2. The interference of the two-step am-
plitude with the standard DIS event on nucleon N2

can produce shadowing or anti-shadowing of the
nuclear PDF depending on the phase of the DDIS
amplitude.

• In the Regge theory of strong interactions di↵rac-
tion occurs through the exchange of either a
Pomeron or a Reggeon trajectory. In Quan-
tum Chromodynamics (QCD), the Pomeron and
the Reggeon correspond to two gluon and to
quark-antiquark color-singlet exchanges, respec-
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The Di↵ractive Contribution to Deep Inelastic Lepton-Proton Scattering:
Implications for QCD Momentum Sum Rules and Parton Distributions

Stanley J. Brodsky,1 Valery E. Lyubovitskij,2, 3 and Ivan Schmidt3
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The cross section for deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering (DIS) `p ! `0X includes a di↵ractive
deep inelastic (DDIS) contribution `p ! `0p0X, in which the proton remains intact with a large
longitudinal momentum fraction xF greater than 0.9 and small transverse momentum. The DDIS
events, which can be identified with Pomeron exchange in the t-channel, account for approximately
10% of all of the DIS events. Thus, when one measures DIS, one automatically includes the leading-
twist Bjorken-scaling DDIS events as a contribution to the DIS cross section, whether or not the
final-state proton p0 is detected. In such events, the missing momentum fraction xp0 ⇠ 0.9 carried by
the final-state proton p0 in the DDIS events could be misidentified with the light-front momentum
fraction carried by sea quarks or gluons in the protons’ Fock structure. As we shall show in this
article, the underlying QCD Pomeron-exchange amplitude which produces the DDIS events does
not obey the operator product expansion nor satisfy momentum sum rules. Thus we conclude that
the quark and gluon distributions measured in DIS experiments will be misidentified, unless the
measurements explicitly exclude the DDIS events and that a correct determination of the parton
distribution functions (PDFs) derived from the DIS data requires the explicit subtraction of the
DDIS contribution from the full DIS cross section.

I. DIFFRACTIVE DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING

Deep inelastic lepton scattering (DIS) `+p ! `
0 +X [1, 2] on the proton is the key experimental tool for extracting

information about the fundamental quark and gluon structure of the proton, as encoded in its partonic distribution
functions (PDFs).

A striking feature of DIS lepton-proton scattering is the large fraction of di↵ractive events `+p ! `
0 +p

0 +X, where
the struck proton remains intact, with longitudinal Feynman momentum fraction xF greater than 0.9, acquiring small
momentum transfer, and being well-separated in rapidity from the other produced particles. As first discovered by the
ZEUS Collaboration at DESY [3], approximately 10% of the conventional DIS events are di↵ractive. These di↵ractive
deep inelastic scattering (DDIS) events are also observed to be leading twist; i.e., they satisfy Bjorken scaling [see
Fig.4 in Ref. [3]].

Thus when one measures the DIS cross section, one automatically includes the DDIS contribution, even when the
final-state proton p

0 is not detected nor measured. In such events, the missing momentum fraction xp0 ⇠ 0.9 carried
by the final-state proton p

0 in the DDIS events could be misidentified with the light-front (LF) momentum fraction
carried by sea quarks or gluons in the target proton’s Fock structure. As we show in this article, the underlying QCD
Pomeron-exchange mechanism which produces the DDIS events obeys leading-twist Bjorken scaling, but it does not
obey the operator product expansion nor satisfy momentum sum rules. Therefore, the parton distributions measured
in DIS experiments will be misidentified if the DIS measurements do not exclude the DDIS events; the true extraction
of PDFs from the data requires the explicit identification and subtraction of the DDIS contribution from the full DIS
cross section.

We shall begin with a simplified parton-model interpretation of DDIS ep ! e
0
p

0
X, as measured in an electron-proton

collider. For example, the electron can scatter on a sea quark q in an extrinsic five-quark Fock state |(uud)8C(QQ̄)8C >

of the proton, a Fock state created from an internal virtual gluon exchange. The eQ ! e
0
Q

0 collision produces a
quark jet with high transverse momentum opposite the transverse momentum of the scattered electron, while the Q̄

and the (uud)8C remain as spectators with momenta similar to that as the incident proton. Subsequently, after the
electron-quark scattering eQ ! e

0
Q

0 occurs, a final-state gluon can then be exchanged between the q̄ and one of the
(uud)8C valence quarks. This final-state soft gluon exchange neutralizes the color of the uud spectators to a (uud)1C

color-singlet Fock state which can in turn overlaps with the eigenstate of a final-state proton p
0. The produced p

0 will
have a 4-momentum closely matching the initial proton’s 4-momentum.

In this simple picture, two gluons are exchanged in the t� channel between the �
⇤ ! QQ̄ and p ! p

0 systems, as in
the Low-Nussinov model [4, 5]. The final state of the DDIS events is thus characterized by a q + q̄ dijet, plus a final
state p

0 close in rapidity and momentum to the rapidity and momentum of the initial proton. Since the second final
state gluon exchange happens after the electron scatters, the scattering amplitude has a propagating intermediate
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Fig. 4. Fraction r of events with a large rapidity gap, 

qmax < 1.5, as a function of Q2 A for two ranges of XDA. No 
acceptance corrections have been applied. 

small compared to WDA and is typically smaller than 

10 GeV. The events span the range of  WDA from 60 

to 270 GeV. For  WDA > 150 GeV these events are 

well separated from the rest of  the sample. In this 

region, acceptance corrections have little dependence 

on W and the contr ibut ion of  these events to the deep 

inelastic cross section is, within errors, constant with 

WDA, as expected for a diffractive type of  interaction 

(see fig. 3b). At smaller values of  WDA, the acceptance 

for these events decreases since the final state hadronic 

system is boosted in the forward direction. 

In fig. 3c we present the dis tr ibut ion of  Mx for 

events with r/max< 1.5 and WOA > 150 GeV. The dis- 

t r ibution is not corrected for detector or acceptance ef- 

fects. Although this acceptance could be model  depen- 

dent, the three models  we have checked [ 13,14,16 ] 

predict  a flat acceptance with Mx for Mx > 4 GeV. 

We observe a spectrum which, given our resolution, 

the uncertainty about the acceptance and the large sta- 

tistical errors, is compat ible  with a 1/MZx dependence,  

shown as the solid curve. 

The fraction of  events with a large rapidi ty gap, pre- 

sented as a function of  Q~A in fig. 4 for two selected 

bins of  XOA, is, within errors, independent  of  Q2. The 

Q2 dependence is little affected by acceptance correc- 

tions. In QCD terminology, leading twist contribu- 

tions to structure functions show little (at most loga- 

r i thmic)  dependence on Q2 at fixed x, whereas higher 

twist terms fall as a power of  Q2. Since the proton 

structure function determined for our DIS data  sam- 

ple shows a leading twist behavior  [29], the produc- 

t ion mechanism responsible for the large rapidity gap 

events is also likely to be a leading twist effect. The 

decrease with x is partly due to acceptance, since for 

larger values of x the final hadronic state is boosted 

in the direction of  the proton so that such events will 

not be identified as having a large rapidi ty  gap in our 

detector. 

8. Discussion and conclusions 

In a sample of  deep inelastic neutral current scatter- 

ing events, we have observed a class of  events with a 

large rapidi ty gap in the final hadronic state. The flat 

rapidi ty  distr ibution,  the lack of  W dependence and 

the shape of  the Mx distr ibution are suggestive of  a 

diffractive interaction between a highly virtual pho- 

ton and the proton, mediated by the exchange of  the 

pomeron [5 ]. The fact that the percentage of  events 

with a large rapidity gap shows only a weak depen- 

dence on Q2 points to a leading twist contribution to 

the proton structure function. 

For  the hypothesis that events with a large rapidi ty 

gap are produced by a diffractive mechanism, one 

expects such events to be accompanied by a quasi- 

elastically scattered proton. For  this type of  pro- 

cess the gap between the maximum rapidity of  the 

calorimeter  and the rapidi ty of  the scattered proton is 

about three units. The selection criteria, in part icular 

the requirement of  a rapidi ty gap in the detector of  

at least 2.8 units, l imit  the acceptance for diffractive- 

like events. Since we have made no corrections for 

acceptance, the 5.4% for DIS events with a large 

rapidity gap should be considered a lower l imit  for 

diffractively produced events. 
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Inclusive Diffraction at HERA
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aDESY, Notkestr. 85, D-22603 Hamburg, Germany

New precision measurements of inclusive diffractive deep-inelastic ep scattering interactions, performed by the
H1 and ZEUS collaborations at the HERA collider, are discussed. A new set of diffractive parton distributions,
determined from recent high precision H1 data, is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the biggest challenges in our under-
standing of QCD is the nature of colour sin-
glet exchange or diffractive interactions. The
electron-proton collider HERA is an ideal place to
study hard diffractive processes in deep-inelastic
ep scattering (DIS). In such interactions, the
point-like virtual photon probes the structure of
colour singlet exchange, similarly to inclusive DIS
probing proton structure.

2

β

Figure 1: Illustration of
a diffractive DIS event.

At HERA,
around 10% of
low x events
are diffractive
[1]. Experimen-
tally, such events
are identified by
either tagging
the elastically
scattered pro-
ton in Roman
pot spectrometers
60− 100 m down-
stream from the
interaction point
or by asking for

a large rapidity gap without particle production
between the central hadronic system and the
proton beam direction.

A diagram of diffractive DIS is shown in Fig. 1.
A virtual photon coupling to the beam electron

∗e-mail address: fpschill@mail.desy.de
†Talk presented at 31st Intl. Conference on High Energy
Physics ICHEP 2002, Amsterdam

interacts diffractively with the proton through
the exchange of a colour singlet and produces a
hadronic system X with mass MX in the final
state. If the 4-momenta of the incoming (out-
going) electron and proton are labeled l (l′) and
p (p′) respectively, the following kinematic vari-
ables can be defined: Q2 = −q2 = −(l − l′)2, the
photon virtuality; β = Q2/q.(p − p′), the longi-
tudinal momentum fraction of the struck quark
relative to the diffractive exchange; xIP = q.(p −
p′)/q.p, the fractional proton momentum taken
by the diffractive exchange and t = (p− p′)2, the
4-momentum squared transferred at the proton
vertex. Bjorken-x is given by x = xIP β. For the
measurements presented here typical values of xIP

are < 0.05. y = Q2/sx denotes the inelasticity,
where s is the ep CMS energy.

A diffractive reduced cross section σD(4)
r can be

defined via

d4σep→eXp

dxIP dt dβ dQ2
=

4πα2

βQ4

(

1 − y +
y2

2

)

σD(4)
r (xIP , t, β, Q2) , (1)

which is related to the diffractive structure func-
tions FD

2 and the longitudinal FD
L by

σD
r = FD

2 −
y2

2(1 − y + y2

2 )
FD

L . (2)

Except at the highest y, σD
r = FD

2 to a very good
approximation. If the outgoing proton is not de-
tected, the measurements are integrated over t:

σD(3)
r =

∫

dt σD(4)
r .

10% to 15% 
of DIS 

events are 
diffractive !

Remarkable observation at HERA

3
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DDIS is leading twist , Bjorken scaling

ratio:  DDIS/DIS



Diffractive Structure Function F2
D  

de Roeck

DDIS ∼ 10 % of DIS rateBjorken Scaling,  Leading Twist
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Figure 1: Nuclear correction factor R according to Eq. 1
for the differential cross section d2σ/dx dQ2 in charged
current neutrino-Fe scattering at Q2 = 5 GeV2. Results
are shown for the charged current neutrino (solid lines)
and anti-neutrino (dashed lines) scattering from iron.
The upper (lower) pair of curves shows the result of our
analysis with the Base-2 (Base-1) free-proton PDFs.

Figure 2: Predictions (solid and dashed line) for the
structure function ratio F F e

2 /F D
2 using the iron PDFs

extracted from fits to NuTeV neutrino and anti-neutrino
data. The SLAC/NMC parameterization is shown with
the dot-dashed line. The structure function F D

2 in the
denominator has been computed using either the Base-2
(solid line) or the Base-1 (dashed line) PDFs.

(significant) dependence on the energy scale Q, the atomic number A, or the specific observable.
The increasing precision of both the experimental data and the extracted PDFs demand that the
applied nuclear correction factors be equally precise as these contributions play a crucial role in
determining the PDFs. In this study we reexamine the source and size of the nuclear corrections
that enter the PDF global analysis, and quantify the associated uncertainty. Additionally, we
provide the foundation for including the nuclear correction factors as a dynamic component of
the global analysis so that the full correlations between the heavy and light target data can be
exploited.

A recent study 1 analyzed the impact of new data sets from the NuTeV 3, Chorus, and E-
866 Collaborations on the PDFs. This study found that the NuTeV data set (together with the
model used for the nuclear corrections) pulled against several of the other data sets, notably the
E-866, BCDMS and NMC sets. Reducing the nuclear corrections at large values of x reduced
the severity of this pull and resulted in improved χ2 values. These results suggest on a purely
phenomenological level that the appropriate nuclear corrections for ν-DIS may well be smaller
than assumed.

To investigate this question further, we use the high-statistics ν-DIS experiments to perform
a dedicated PDF fit to neutrino–iron data.2 Our methodology for this fit is parallel to that of
the previous global analysis,1 but with the difference we use only Fe data and that no nuclear
corrections are applied to the analyzed data; hence, the resulting PDFs are for a bound proton
in an iron nucleus. Specifically, we determine iron PDFs using the recent NuTeV differential
neutrino (1371 data points) and anti-neutrino (1146 data points) DIS cross section data,3 and
we include NuTeV/CCFR dimuon data (174 points) which are sensitive to the strange quark
content of the nucleon. We impose kinematic cuts of Q2 > 2 GeV and W > 3.5 GeV, and obtain
a good fit with a χ2 of 1.35 per data point.2

2 Nuclear Correction Factors

We now compare our iron PDFs with the free-proton PDFs (appropriately scaled) to infer the
proper heavy target correction which should be applied to relate these quantities. Within the

Extrapolations from  NuTeV

SLAC/NMC data

Q2 = 5 GeV2

Scheinbein, Yu, Keppel, Morfin, Olness, Owens

No anti-shadowing in deep inelastic neutrino scattering !

Non-Universal -- Quark Specific?

Nuclear Shadowing and Anti-Shadowing

Can the Momentum Sum Rule be applied?



Measurements of hadron LF 
wavefunction are at fixed LF time

Like a flash photograph

Invariant under boosts!  Independent of P μ 

Dirac: Front Form



Light-Front QCD

Eigenvalues and Eigensolutions give Hadronic 
Spectrum and Light-Front wavefunctions

Exact frame-independent formulation of 
nonperturbative QCD!

LFWFs: Off-shell in P- and invariant mass
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P
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+
i = P+
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Light-Front Wavefunctions  (xi, k?i,�i)
obey charge and momentum sum rules



|p,Sz>=∑
n=3

ψn(xi, ~k?i,λi)|n;k?i,λi>|p,Sz>=∑
n=3

Ψn(xi,~k?i,λi)|n;~k?i,λi>

|p,Sz>=∑
n=3

Ψn(xi,~k?i,λi)|n;~k?i,λi>

The Light Front Fock State Wavefunctions

Ψn(xi,~k?i,λi)

are boost invariant; they are independent of the hadron’s energy
and momentum Pµ.
The light-cone momentum fraction

xi =
k+
i
p+ =

k0i + kzi
P0+Pz

are boost invariant.
n

∑
i
k+
i = P+,

n

∑
i
xi = 1,

n

∑
i

~k?i =~0?.

sum over states with n=3, 4, ...constituents

Fixed LF time
Intrinsic heavy quarks    s̄(x) ⇤= s(x)

⇥M(x, Q0) ⇥
�

x(1� x)

⇤M(x, k2
⌅)

µR

µR = Q

µF = µR

Q/2 < µR < 2Q

ep⇥ e�+n

P�/p ⇤ 30%

Violation of Gottfried sum rule

ū(x) ⌅= d̄(x)

Does not produce (C = �) J/⇥,�

Produces (C = �) J/⇥,�

Same IC mechanism explains A2/3

s(x), c(x), b(x) at high x !
Deuteron: 

Hidden Color

s



PDFs FFs

TMDs

Charges

GTMDs

GPDs

TMSDs

TMFFs

Transverse density in 
momentum space

Transverse density in position 
space

Longitudinal 

Transverse

Momentum space Position space

Lorce, 
Pasquini

Sivers, T-odd from lensing

Light-Front Wavefunctions
underly hadronic observables

DGLAP, ERBL Evolution
Factorization Theorems

Weak transition  
form factors

Diffractive DIS from FSI
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2p·q
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struck

spectators

Form Factors are 
Overlaps of LFWFs

Interaction  
picture

Drell &Yan, West 
Exact LF formula!

Front Form

Drell, sjb



Drell, sjb

-

Nonzero Proton Anomalous Moment --> 

Nonzero orbital  quark angular momentum

Exact LF Formula for Pauli Form Factor

Lz=+1 Lz=0



-

graviton

Vanishing Anomalous gravitomagnetic moment  B(0)

B(0) = 0 Each Fock State

sum over constituents

Terayev, Okun: B(0) Must vanish because of  
Equivalence Theorem 

Dae Sung Hwang, Bo-Qiang Ma, Ivan Schmidt, sjb

LF Proof 



Advantages of the Dirac’s Front Form for Hadron Physics

• Measurements are made at fixed τ 

• Causality is automatic 

• Structure Functions are squares of LFWFs 

• Form Factors are overlap of LFWFs 

• LFWFs are frame-independent: no boosts, no pancakes! 

• Same structure function measured at an e p collider and the 
proton rest frame 

• No dependence of hadron structure on observer’s frame 

• LF Holography: Dual to AdS space 

• LF Vacuum trivial up to zero modes  

• Implications for Cosmological Constant

Physics Independent of Observer’s Motion

Poincare’ Invariant

Penrose, Terrell, Weisskopf



QCD Mechanism for DDIS and Rapidity Gaps

P

Reproduces lab-frame color dipole approach 
DDIS: Input for leading twist nuclear shadowing

Hoyer, Marchal, Peigne, Sannino, sjb

DDIS: Diffractive Deep Inelastic Scattering 



Nuclear Shadowing in QCD 

Nuclear  Shadowing not included in nuclear LFWF !  

 Dynamical e!ect due to virtual photon interacting in nucleus

Stodolsky 
Pumplin, sjb 

Gribov

Shadowing depends on understanding leading twist-diffraction in DIS

Di!raction via Reggeon gives constructive interference!

Anti-shadowing not universal

N2 N2

N1 N1

One Step Two Step

Theory of Nuclear Shadowing in DIS 

Stodolsky 
Pumplin, sjb 

Gribov

Shadowing depends on understanding leading twist-diffraction in DIS



The one-step and two-step processes in DIS
on a nucleus.

Coherence at small Bjorken xB :
1/MxB = 2�/Q2 � LA.

If the scattering on nucleon N1 is via pomeron
exchange, the one-step and two-step ampli-
tudes are opposite in phase, thus diminishing
the q flux reaching N2.

� Shadowing of the DIS nuclear structure
functions.

Diffraction via Pomeron gives destructive interference!

Shadowing

Shadowing depends on understanding leading-twist diffraction in DIS



2

Nuclear Shadowing in QCD 

Nuclear  Shadowing not included in nuclear LFWF !  

 Dynamical e!ect due to virtual photon interacting in nucleus

Stodolsky 
Pumplin, sjb 

Gribov

Shadowing depends on understanding leading twist-diffraction in DIS

Di!raction via Reggeon gives constructive interference!

Anti-shadowing not universal

N2 N2

N1 N1
One Step Two Step

FIG. 1. Upper panel left: one-step scattering amplitude on a
single nucleon; Upper panel Right: two-step coherent process
involving two nucleons; Lower panel: interfering one-step and
two-step scattering amplitudes in DIS on a nucleus A. The
initial scattering in the two-step amplitude on the front-face
nucleon N1 is di↵ractive DIS: �⇤N1 ! [qq̄]N 0

1 which leaves
N1 intact. The propagating vector (qq̄) system then interacts
inelastically on N2: [qq̄] +N2 ! X. The two step amplitude
interferes with the one-step amplitude �⇤ + N2 ! X on N2.
The interior nucleon N2 sees two fluxes, the virtual photon
�⇤ and the secondary beam (qq̄) generated by DDIS on N1.
In e↵ect, nucleon N1 “shadows” N2.

ture functions in deep inelastic charged-current reactions
⌫A ! µX, concerning the absence of anti-shadowing in
the domain 0.1 < xBj < 0.2 (Figure. 2). NuTeV’s ini-
tial measurement was further substantiated by the global
analysis conducted by nCTEQ [3] where, based on the
fully correlated covariant error matrix provided in [2], it
is shown that the tension between the ⌫Fe and µFe data
does not allow for a “compromise” fit including both sets.
A similar conclusion has also been reached in the more

 0.7

 0.8

 0.9

 1

 1.1

 1.2

 0.01  0.1

F 2
Fe

/F
2D

xBj

NMC
BCDMS

NuTeV
CDHSW

FIG. 2. Comparison of the ratio of iron to deuteron nu-
clear structure functions measured in deep inelastic neutrino-
nucleus scattering (NuTeV [2], CDHSW [8]), and muon-
nucleus scattering (BCDMS [9] and NMC [10, 11]). All
data are displayed in the online Durham HepData Project
Database [12]. Anti-shadowing is absent in the neutrino
charged current data.

recent experimental analyses of Refs. [4, 6, 7], as well as
in Ref. [5], where following an accurate analysis of the Q2

dependence of the di↵erent data sets, the nuclear PDF
measured in deep inelastic neutrino reactions is shown
to have no anti-shadowing enhancement and is thus dis-
tinctly di↵erent from the corresponding PDFmeasured in
charged lepton deep inelastic scattering (Figure 2). More
quantitative analyses are in currently in progress to bet-
ter constrain the shadowing anti-shadowing regions.
The striking di↵erence between neutrino vs. charged

lepton DIS measurements is in direct conflict with the
conventional expectation that the quark and gluon dis-
tributions of the nucleus are universal properties of the
nuclear eigenstate and are thus process independent (see
discussion in [13]). Understanding the workings of low x
PDFs in nuclei and their impact on the momentum sum
rule is of the utmost importance, especially as more pre-
cise measurements on nuclear parton distribution func-
tions (PDFs) will be made available at the upcoming
Electron Ion Collider (EIC).
2. We describe a scenario by which both shadowing
and anti-shadowing originate as Glauber phenomena in-
volving the constructive vs. destructive interference of
two-step and one-step amplitudes illustrated in Figure
1 [29]. The first step of the two-step amplitude in-
volves leading-twist Di↵ractive Deep Inelastic Scattering
(DDIS) on a front-face nucleon N1, which leaves the nu-
cleon intact. DDIS in �⇤N ! NX reactions has been
observed to satisfy Bjorken scaling, and approximately
10% of high energy DIS events are di↵ractive [14, 15]. In
the Regge theory of strong interactions di↵raction occurs
through the exchange of either a Pomeron or a Reggeon



Is  Antishadowing in DIS  
Non-Universal, Flavor-Dependent?

Do Nuclear PDFS 
Obey Momentum and other Sum Rules?

Does Diffractive DIS 
Obey Momentum and other Sum Rules?



�⇤

Forward Virtual Compton scattering for a usual DIS  event

�⇤

p p

Jµ(x) J⌫(y)
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<latexit sha1_base64="2Zv7yy+dlgdSRxk6lM56quVenqI=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY+KDAbRU9jNQT0GvXhMwDwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zMwKYcnRD/DiQRGvfkK+w5vf4E84eRw0saChqOqmuyuIOdPGdb+czMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP6jrKFGE1kjEI9UMsKacSVozzHDajBXFIuC0EQxuJ37jgSrNInlvhjH1Be5JFjKCjZUa7QArVD3v5Atu0Z0CLRNvTgrl43H1+/FkXOnkP9vdiCSCSkM41rrlubHxU6wMI5yOcu1E0xiTAe7RlqUSC6r9dHruCJ1ZpYvCSNmSBk3V3xMpFloPRWA7BTZ9vehNxP+8VmLCaz9lMk4MlWS2KEw4MhGa/I66TFFi+NASTBSztyLSxwoTYxPK2RC8xZeXSb1U9C6LpapN4wZmyMIRnMIFeHAFZbiDCtSAwACe4AVendh5dt6c91lrxpnPHMIfOB8/SvWSlw==</latexit>

Q̄0

<latexit sha1_base64="6cScTRfsI0gVA07gxVuhzoWCLV0=">AAAB6XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opaKDAbRKuymUMugjWUi5gHJEmYns8mQmdllZlYIS0o7GwtFbP2JfIed3+BPOHkUGj1w4XDOvdx7TxBzpo3rfjqZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+7V9dRogitkYhHqhlgTTmTtGaY4bQZK4pFwGkjGFxP/MY9VZpF8s4MY+oL3JMsZAQbK91WTzv5glt0p0B/iTcnhfLhuPr1cDSudPIf7W5EEkGlIRxr3fLc2PgpVoYRTke5dqJpjMkA92jLUokF1X46vXSETqzSRWGkbEmDpurPiRQLrYcisJ0Cm75e9Cbif14rMeGlnzIZJ4ZKMlsUJhyZCE3eRl2mKDF8aAkmitlbEeljhYmx4eRsCN7iy39JvVT0zoulqk3jCmbIwgEcwxl4cAFluIEK1IBACI/wDC/OwHlyXp23WWvGmc/swy8479/6t5C0</latexit>

Q0
<latexit sha1_base64="W42pGPT4j3xjdVu7t2w/pCGvVpM=">AAAB6HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KMijUHwFGZyUI9BLx4zYBZIhtDTqSRteha6e4Qw5OjJiwdFvPoV+Q5vfoM/YWc5aOKDgsd7VVTV82PBlbbtLyuzsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcPaipKJMMqi0QkGz5VKHiIVc21wEYskQa+wLo/uJn49QeUikfhnR7G6AW0F/IuZ1QbyXXb+YJdtKcgy8SZk0L5eOx+P56MK+38Z6sTsSTAUDNBlWo6dqy9lErNmcBRrpUojCkb0B42DQ1pgMpLp4eOyJlROqQbSVOhJlP190RKA6WGgW86A6r7atGbiP95zUR3r7yUh3GiMWSzRd1EEB2RydekwyUyLYaGUCa5uZWwPpWUaZNNzoTgLL68TGqlonNRLLkmjWuYIQtHcArn4MAllOEWKlAFBghP8AKv1r31bL1Z77PWjDWfOYQ/sD5+AJpmkIM=</latexit>

Q

u

u
<latexit sha1_base64="J7KB491zGCQoxca6/mHA8wrPCz8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIXdFGojBm0sEzAXSJYwO3s2GTM7u8zMCiHkCWwsFLHVh7G3Ed/GyaXQ6A8DH/9/DnPOCVLOlHbdLyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7DZVkkmKdJjyRrYAo5ExgXTPNsZVKJHHAsRkMriZ58w6lYom40cMU/Zj0BIsYJdpYtbBbKLoldyrnL3hzKF682+fp26dd7RY+OmFCsxiFppwo1fbcVPsjIjWjHMd2J1OYEjogPWwbFCRG5Y+mg46dI+OETpRI84R2pu7PjhGJlRrGgamMie6rxWxi/pe1Mx2d+SMm0kyjoLOPoow7OnEmWzshk0g1HxogVDIzq0P7RBKqzW1scwRvceW/0CiXvJNSueYWK5cwUx4O4BCOwYNTqMA1VKEOFBDu4RGerFvrwXq2XmalOWvesw+/ZL1+AynJkCw=</latexit>

d
u

u
<latexit sha1_base64="J7KB491zGCQoxca6/mHA8wrPCz8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIXdFGojBm0sEzAXSJYwO3s2GTM7u8zMCiHkCWwsFLHVh7G3Ed/GyaXQ6A8DH/9/DnPOCVLOlHbdLyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7DZVkkmKdJjyRrYAo5ExgXTPNsZVKJHHAsRkMriZ58w6lYom40cMU/Zj0BIsYJdpYtbBbKLoldyrnL3hzKF682+fp26dd7RY+OmFCsxiFppwo1fbcVPsjIjWjHMd2J1OYEjogPWwbFCRG5Y+mg46dI+OETpRI84R2pu7PjhGJlRrGgamMie6rxWxi/pe1Mx2d+SMm0kyjoLOPoow7OnEmWzshk0g1HxogVDIzq0P7RBKqzW1scwRvceW/0CiXvJNSueYWK5cwUx4O4BCOwYNTqMA1VKEOFBDu4RGerFvrwXq2XmalOWvesw+/ZL1+AynJkCw=</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="+DuEIa3VojTv0Kp0J4peZ5cpaMg=">AAAB6HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KMijUHwFGZyUI9BLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5OjJiwdFvPoV+Q5vfoM/YWc5aOKDgsd7VVTV82LBlbbtLyuzsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6ipKJMMai0Qkmx5VKHiINc21wGYskQaewIY3uJn4jQeUikfhnR7G6Aa0F3KfM6qNVO118gW7aE9BlokzJ4Xy8bj6/XgyrnTyn+1uxJIAQ80EVarl2LF2Uyo1ZwJHuXaiMKZsQHvYMjSkASo3nR46ImdG6RI/kqZCTabq74mUBkoNA890BlT31aI3Ef/zWon2r9yUh3GiMWSzRX4iiI7I5GvS5RKZFkNDKJPc3EpYn0rKtMkmZ0JwFl9eJvVS0bkolqomjWuYIQtHcArn4MAllOEWKlADBghP8AKv1r31bL1Z77PWjDWfOYQ/sD5+ALu+kJk=</latexit>g <latexit sha1_base64="+DuEIa3VojTv0Kp0J4peZ5cpaMg=">AAAB6HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KMijUHwFGZyUI9BLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5OjJiwdFvPoV+Q5vfoM/YWc5aOKDgsd7VVTV82LBlbbtLyuzsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6ipKJMMai0Qkmx5VKHiINc21wGYskQaewIY3uJn4jQeUikfhnR7G6Aa0F3KfM6qNVO118gW7aE9BlokzJ4Xy8bj6/XgyrnTyn+1uxJIAQ80EVarl2LF2Uyo1ZwJHuXaiMKZsQHvYMjSkASo3nR46ImdG6RI/kqZCTabq74mUBkoNA890BlT31aI3Ef/zWon2r9yUh3GiMWSzRX4iiI7I5GvS5RKZFkNDKJPc3EpYn0rKtMkmZ0JwFl9eJvVS0bkolqomjWuYIQtHcArn4MAllOEWKlADBghP8AKv1r31bL1Z77PWjDWfOYQ/sD5+ALu+kJk=</latexit>g <latexit sha1_base64="+DuEIa3VojTv0Kp0J4peZ5cpaMg=">AAAB6HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KMijUHwFGZyUI9BLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5OjJiwdFvPoV+Q5vfoM/YWc5aOKDgsd7VVTV82LBlbbtLyuzsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6ipKJMMai0Qkmx5VKHiINc21wGYskQaewIY3uJn4jQeUikfhnR7G6Aa0F3KfM6qNVO118gW7aE9BlokzJ4Xy8bj6/XgyrnTyn+1uxJIAQ80EVarl2LF2Uyo1ZwJHuXaiMKZsQHvYMjSkASo3nR46ImdG6RI/kqZCTabq74mUBkoNA890BlT31aI3Ef/zWon2r9yUh3GiMWSzRX4iiI7I5GvS5RKZFkNDKJPc3EpYn0rKtMkmZ0JwFl9eJvVS0bkolqomjWuYIQtHcArn4MAllOEWKlADBghP8AKv1r31bL1Z77PWjDWfOYQ/sD5+ALu+kJk=</latexit>g
<latexit sha1_base64="+DuEIa3VojTv0Kp0J4peZ5cpaMg=">AAAB6HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KMijUHwFGZyUI9BLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5OjJiwdFvPoV+Q5vfoM/YWc5aOKDgsd7VVTV82LBlbbtLyuzsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6ipKJMMai0Qkmx5VKHiINc21wGYskQaewIY3uJn4jQeUikfhnR7G6Aa0F3KfM6qNVO118gW7aE9BlokzJ4Xy8bj6/XgyrnTyn+1uxJIAQ80EVarl2LF2Uyo1ZwJHuXaiMKZsQHvYMjSkASo3nR46ImdG6RI/kqZCTabq74mUBkoNA890BlT31aI3Ef/zWon2r9yUh3GiMWSzRX4iiI7I5GvS5RKZFkNDKJPc3EpYn0rKtMkmZ0JwFl9eJvVS0bkolqomjWuYIQtHcArn4MAllOEWKlADBghP8AKv1r31bL1Z77PWjDWfOYQ/sD5+ALu+kJk=</latexit>g

<latexit sha1_base64="c0eQhfN5sNM5NugKucMZ4HRQ1Zc=">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</latexit>

Vanishing LF time between currents of virtual photons at large q2 : OPE!

<latexit sha1_base64="yVRMHFkudtXcUSR9j9NZuqlYHas=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC1CRSxJD+qx6MVjBfsBTSyb7aZdutnE3U0xlP4LwYsHRbz6Y7z137htPWjrg4HHezPMzPNjzpS27YmVWVldW9/Ibua2tnd29/L7Bw0VJZLQOol4JFs+VpQzQeuaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+oPrqd8cUqlYJO50GlMvxD3BAkawNpJXejxLT+4ryNURsjv5ol22Z0DLxPkhxWrBPX2aVNNaJ//ldiOShFRowrFSbceOtTfCUjPC6TjnJorGmAxwj7YNFTikyhvNjh6jY6N0URBJU0Kjmfp7YoRDpdLQN50h1n216E3F/7x2ooNLb8REnGgqyHxRkHBkXpwmgLpMUqJ5aggmkplbEeljiYk2OeVMCM7iy8ukUSk75+XKrUnjCubIwhEUoAQOXEAVbqAGdSDwAM/wCm/W0Hqx3q2PeWvG+pk5hD+wPr8BsxyTvA==</latexit>

(x� y)2 ! 0

<latexit sha1_base64="UXxGt/CN3QXjs++xzsWRwhSP5YU=">AAACDnicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16tFLsC2IQtntQT0WvXisYB/QXUs2zbahyW5IskJZ+gu8+Fe8eFDEq2dv/hvT7YLaOhAyzHwfyUwgGFXacb6speWV1bX1wkZxc2t7Z9fe22+pOJGYNHHMYtkJkCKMRqSpqWakIyRBPGCkHYyupn77nkhF4+hWjwXxORpENKQYaSP17ErZGyDO0d0JPIUCejqGHZhdP7oo9+ySU3UywEXi5qQEcjR69qfXj3HCSaQxQ0p1XUdoP0VSU8zIpOgligiER2hAuoZGiBPlp1mcCawYpQ/DWJoTaZipvzdSxJUa88BMcqSHat6biv953USHF35KI5FoEuHZQ2HCoEk77Qb2qSRYs7EhCEtq/grxEEmEtWmwaEpw5yMvklat6p5Vaze1Uv0yr6MADsEROAYuOAd1cA0aoAkweABP4AW8Wo/Ws/Vmvc9Gl6x85wD8gfXxDY0WmUQ=</latexit>

�⇤ + p ! X ! �⇤ + p

Unitarity:  Imaginary part (cut) gives DIS cross-section



�⇤

Forward Virtual Compton scattering for a DIS  event

p p

Jµ(x) J⌫(y)

u

u
<latexit sha1_base64="J7KB491zGCQoxca6/mHA8wrPCz8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIXdFGojBm0sEzAXSJYwO3s2GTM7u8zMCiHkCWwsFLHVh7G3Ed/GyaXQ6A8DH/9/DnPOCVLOlHbdLyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7DZVkkmKdJjyRrYAo5ExgXTPNsZVKJHHAsRkMriZ58w6lYom40cMU/Zj0BIsYJdpYtbBbKLoldyrnL3hzKF682+fp26dd7RY+OmFCsxiFppwo1fbcVPsjIjWjHMd2J1OYEjogPWwbFCRG5Y+mg46dI+OETpRI84R2pu7PjhGJlRrGgamMie6rxWxi/pe1Mx2d+SMm0kyjoLOPoow7OnEmWzshk0g1HxogVDIzq0P7RBKqzW1scwRvceW/0CiXvJNSueYWK5cwUx4O4BCOwYNTqMA1VKEOFBDu4RGerFvrwXq2XmalOWvesw+/ZL1+AynJkCw=</latexit>

d
u

u
<latexit sha1_base64="J7KB491zGCQoxca6/mHA8wrPCz8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIXdFGojBm0sEzAXSJYwO3s2GTM7u8zMCiHkCWwsFLHVh7G3Ed/GyaXQ6A8DH/9/DnPOCVLOlHbdLyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7DZVkkmKdJjyRrYAo5ExgXTPNsZVKJHHAsRkMriZ58w6lYom40cMU/Zj0BIsYJdpYtbBbKLoldyrnL3hzKF682+fp26dd7RY+OmFCsxiFppwo1fbcVPsjIjWjHMd2J1OYEjogPWwbFCRG5Y+mg46dI+OETpRI84R2pu7PjhGJlRrGgamMie6rxWxi/pe1Mx2d+SMm0kyjoLOPoow7OnEmWzshk0g1HxogVDIzq0P7RBKqzW1scwRvceW/0CiXvJNSueYWK5cwUx4O4BCOwYNTqMA1VKEOFBDu4RGerFvrwXq2XmalOWvesw+/ZL1+AynJkCw=</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="+DuEIa3VojTv0Kp0J4peZ5cpaMg=">AAAB6HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KMijUHwFGZyUI9BLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5OjJiwdFvPoV+Q5vfoM/YWc5aOKDgsd7VVTV82LBlbbtLyuzsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6ipKJMMai0Qkmx5VKHiINc21wGYskQaewIY3uJn4jQeUikfhnR7G6Aa0F3KfM6qNVO118gW7aE9BlokzJ4Xy8bj6/XgyrnTyn+1uxJIAQ80EVarl2LF2Uyo1ZwJHuXaiMKZsQHvYMjSkASo3nR46ImdG6RI/kqZCTabq74mUBkoNA890BlT31aI3Ef/zWon2r9yUh3GiMWSzRX4iiI7I5GvS5RKZFkNDKJPc3EpYn0rKtMkmZ0JwFl9eJvVS0bkolqomjWuYIQtHcArn4MAllOEWKlADBghP8AKv1r31bL1Z77PWjDWfOYQ/sD5+ALu+kJk=</latexit>g <latexit sha1_base64="+DuEIa3VojTv0Kp0J4peZ5cpaMg=">AAAB6HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KMijUHwFGZyUI9BLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5OjJiwdFvPoV+Q5vfoM/YWc5aOKDgsd7VVTV82LBlbbtLyuzsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6ipKJMMai0Qkmx5VKHiINc21wGYskQaewIY3uJn4jQeUikfhnR7G6Aa0F3KfM6qNVO118gW7aE9BlokzJ4Xy8bj6/XgyrnTyn+1uxJIAQ80EVarl2LF2Uyo1ZwJHuXaiMKZsQHvYMjSkASo3nR46ImdG6RI/kqZCTabq74mUBkoNA890BlT31aI3Ef/zWon2r9yUh3GiMWSzRX4iiI7I5GvS5RKZFkNDKJPc3EpYn0rKtMkmZ0JwFl9eJvVS0bkolqomjWuYIQtHcArn4MAllOEWKlADBghP8AKv1r31bL1Z77PWjDWfOYQ/sD5+ALu+kJk=</latexit>g

<latexit sha1_base64="c0eQhfN5sNM5NugKucMZ4HRQ1Zc=">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</latexit>

Vanishing LF time between currents of virtual photons at large q2 : OPE!

<latexit sha1_base64="yVRMHFkudtXcUSR9j9NZuqlYHas=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC1CRSxJD+qx6MVjBfsBTSyb7aZdutnE3U0xlP4LwYsHRbz6Y7z137htPWjrg4HHezPMzPNjzpS27YmVWVldW9/Ibua2tnd29/L7Bw0VJZLQOol4JFs+VpQzQeuaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+oPrqd8cUqlYJO50GlMvxD3BAkawNpJXejxLT+4ryNURsjv5ol22Z0DLxPkhxWrBPX2aVNNaJ//ldiOShFRowrFSbceOtTfCUjPC6TjnJorGmAxwj7YNFTikyhvNjh6jY6N0URBJU0Kjmfp7YoRDpdLQN50h1n216E3F/7x2ooNLb8REnGgqyHxRkHBkXpwmgLpMUqJ5aggmkplbEeljiYk2OeVMCM7iy8ukUSk75+XKrUnjCubIwhEUoAQOXEAVbqAGdSDwAM/wCm/W0Hqx3q2PeWvG+pk5hD+wPr8BsxyTvA==</latexit>

(x� y)2 ! 0

<latexit sha1_base64="UXxGt/CN3QXjs++xzsWRwhSP5YU=">AAACDnicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16tFLsC2IQtntQT0WvXisYB/QXUs2zbahyW5IskJZ+gu8+Fe8eFDEq2dv/hvT7YLaOhAyzHwfyUwgGFXacb6speWV1bX1wkZxc2t7Z9fe22+pOJGYNHHMYtkJkCKMRqSpqWakIyRBPGCkHYyupn77nkhF4+hWjwXxORpENKQYaSP17ErZGyDO0d0JPIUCejqGHZhdP7oo9+ySU3UywEXi5qQEcjR69qfXj3HCSaQxQ0p1XUdoP0VSU8zIpOgligiER2hAuoZGiBPlp1mcCawYpQ/DWJoTaZipvzdSxJUa88BMcqSHat6biv953USHF35KI5FoEuHZQ2HCoEk77Qb2qSRYs7EhCEtq/grxEEmEtWmwaEpw5yMvklat6p5Vaze1Uv0yr6MADsEROAYuOAd1cA0aoAkweABP4AW8Wo/Ws/Vmvc9Gl6x85wD8gfXxDY0WmUQ=</latexit>

�⇤ + p ! X ! �⇤ + p
�⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="B6yfgz5j+Blni4LDI1rk82+xVJg=">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</latexit>

Reduces at Q2 ! 1 to a local operator: Tµ⌫ :
the energy momentum tensor; i.e., the coupling of a graviton

<latexit sha1_base64="MDSGDqTLYP1bFGmmNBIQkWEECZ0=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1KOXxVbwVJIe1GPRi8cW7Ac0sWy2m3bpZhN2N4UQ+k+8eFDEq//Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5tjY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Nj++S0o+JUEtomMY9lL8CKciZoWzPNaS+RFEcBp91gcj/3u1MqFYvFo84S6kd4JFjICNZGGth2tfVUR56OkcdEqLPqwK44NWcBtE7cglSgQHNgf3nDmKQRFZpwrFTfdRLt51hqRjidlb1U0QSTCR7RvqECR1T5+eLyGbo0yhCFsTQlNFqovydyHCmVRYHpjLAeq1VvLv7n9VMd3vo5E0mqqSDLRWHKkXl0HgMaMkmJ5pkhmEhmbkVkjCUm2oRVNiG4qy+vk0695l7X6q16pXFXxFGCc7iAK3DhBhrwAE1oA4EpPMMrvFm59WK9Wx/L1g2rmDmDP7A+fwDR35J+</latexit>

Q2 ! 1

<latexit sha1_base64="MDSGDqTLYP1bFGmmNBIQkWEECZ0=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1KOXxVbwVJIe1GPRi8cW7Ac0sWy2m3bpZhN2N4UQ+k+8eFDEq//Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5tjY2t7Z3dkt75f2Dw6Nj++S0o+JUEtomMY9lL8CKciZoWzPNaS+RFEcBp91gcj/3u1MqFYvFo84S6kd4JFjICNZGGth2tfVUR56OkcdEqLPqwK44NWcBtE7cglSgQHNgf3nDmKQRFZpwrFTfdRLt51hqRjidlb1U0QSTCR7RvqECR1T5+eLyGbo0yhCFsTQlNFqovydyHCmVRYHpjLAeq1VvLv7n9VMd3vo5E0mqqSDLRWHKkXl0HgMaMkmJ5pkhmEhmbkVkjCUm2oRVNiG4qy+vk0695l7X6q16pXFXxFGCc7iAK3DhBhrwAE1oA4EpPMMrvFm59WK9Wx/L1g2rmDmDP7A+fwDR35J+</latexit>

Q2 ! 1

“seagull”



Forward Virtual Compton scattering for a 
DIS  event

p p
u

u
<latexit sha1_base64="J7KB491zGCQoxca6/mHA8wrPCz8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIXdFGojBm0sEzAXSJYwO3s2GTM7u8zMCiHkCWwsFLHVh7G3Ed/GyaXQ6A8DH/9/DnPOCVLOlHbdLyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7DZVkkmKdJjyRrYAo5ExgXTPNsZVKJHHAsRkMriZ58w6lYom40cMU/Zj0BIsYJdpYtbBbKLoldyrnL3hzKF682+fp26dd7RY+OmFCsxiFppwo1fbcVPsjIjWjHMd2J1OYEjogPWwbFCRG5Y+mg46dI+OETpRI84R2pu7PjhGJlRrGgamMie6rxWxi/pe1Mx2d+SMm0kyjoLOPoow7OnEmWzshk0g1HxogVDIzq0P7RBKqzW1scwRvceW/0CiXvJNSueYWK5cwUx4O4BCOwYNTqMA1VKEOFBDu4RGerFvrwXq2XmalOWvesw+/ZL1+AynJkCw=</latexit>

d
u

u
<latexit sha1_base64="J7KB491zGCQoxca6/mHA8wrPCz8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIXdFGojBm0sEzAXSJYwO3s2GTM7u8zMCiHkCWwsFLHVh7G3Ed/GyaXQ6A8DH/9/DnPOCVLOlHbdLyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7DZVkkmKdJjyRrYAo5ExgXTPNsZVKJHHAsRkMriZ58w6lYom40cMU/Zj0BIsYJdpYtbBbKLoldyrnL3hzKF682+fp26dd7RY+OmFCsxiFppwo1fbcVPsjIjWjHMd2J1OYEjogPWwbFCRG5Y+mg46dI+OETpRI84R2pu7PjhGJlRrGgamMie6rxWxi/pe1Mx2d+SMm0kyjoLOPoow7OnEmWzshk0g1HxogVDIzq0P7RBKqzW1scwRvceW/0CiXvJNSueYWK5cwUx4O4BCOwYNTqMA1VKEOFBDu4RGerFvrwXq2XmalOWvesw+/ZL1+AynJkCw=</latexit>

d

<latexit sha1_base64="+DuEIa3VojTv0Kp0J4peZ5cpaMg=">AAAB6HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KMijUHwFGZyUI9BLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5OjJiwdFvPoV+Q5vfoM/YWc5aOKDgsd7VVTV82LBlbbtLyuzsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6ipKJMMai0Qkmx5VKHiINc21wGYskQaewIY3uJn4jQeUikfhnR7G6Aa0F3KfM6qNVO118gW7aE9BlokzJ4Xy8bj6/XgyrnTyn+1uxJIAQ80EVarl2LF2Uyo1ZwJHuXaiMKZsQHvYMjSkASo3nR46ImdG6RI/kqZCTabq74mUBkoNA890BlT31aI3Ef/zWon2r9yUh3GiMWSzRX4iiI7I5GvS5RKZFkNDKJPc3EpYn0rKtMkmZ0JwFl9eJvVS0bkolqomjWuYIQtHcArn4MAllOEWKlADBghP8AKv1r31bL1Z77PWjDWfOYQ/sD5+ALu+kJk=</latexit>g <latexit sha1_base64="+DuEIa3VojTv0Kp0J4peZ5cpaMg=">AAAB6HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KMijUHwFGZyUI9BLx4TMAskQ+jp1CRteha6e4Qw5OjJiwdFvPoV+Q5vfoM/YWc5aOKDgsd7VVTV82LBlbbtLyuzsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcP6ipKJMMai0Qkmx5VKHiINc21wGYskQaewIY3uJn4jQeUikfhnR7G6Aa0F3KfM6qNVO118gW7aE9BlokzJ4Xy8bj6/XgyrnTyn+1uxJIAQ80EVarl2LF2Uyo1ZwJHuXaiMKZsQHvYMjSkASo3nR46ImdG6RI/kqZCTabq74mUBkoNA890BlT31aI3Ef/zWon2r9yUh3GiMWSzRX4iiI7I5GvS5RKZFkNDKJPc3EpYn0rKtMkmZ0JwFl9eJvVS0bkolqomjWuYIQtHcArn4MAllOEWKlADBghP8AKv1r31bL1Z77PWjDWfOYQ/sD5+ALu+kJk=</latexit>g

<latexit sha1_base64="c0eQhfN5sNM5NugKucMZ4HRQ1Zc=">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</latexit>

Vanishing LF time between currents of virtual photons at large q2 : OPE!

<latexit sha1_base64="yVRMHFkudtXcUSR9j9NZuqlYHas=">AAAB9HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC1CRSxJD+qx6MVjBfsBTSyb7aZdutnE3U0xlP4LwYsHRbz6Y7z137htPWjrg4HHezPMzPNjzpS27YmVWVldW9/Ibua2tnd29/L7Bw0VJZLQOol4JFs+VpQzQeuaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+oPrqd8cUqlYJO50GlMvxD3BAkawNpJXejxLT+4ryNURsjv5ol22Z0DLxPkhxWrBPX2aVNNaJ//ldiOShFRowrFSbceOtTfCUjPC6TjnJorGmAxwj7YNFTikyhvNjh6jY6N0URBJU0Kjmfp7YoRDpdLQN50h1n216E3F/7x2ooNLb8REnGgqyHxRkHBkXpwmgLpMUqJ5aggmkplbEeljiYk2OeVMCM7iy8ukUSk75+XKrUnjCubIwhEUoAQOXEAVbqAGdSDwAM/wCm/W0Hqx3q2PeWvG+pk5hD+wPr8BsxyTvA==</latexit>

(x� y)2 ! 0

<latexit sha1_base64="UXxGt/CN3QXjs++xzsWRwhSP5YU=">AAACDnicbVBLSwMxGMz6rPW16tFLsC2IQtntQT0WvXisYB/QXUs2zbahyW5IskJZ+gu8+Fe8eFDEq2dv/hvT7YLaOhAyzHwfyUwgGFXacb6speWV1bX1wkZxc2t7Z9fe22+pOJGYNHHMYtkJkCKMRqSpqWakIyRBPGCkHYyupn77nkhF4+hWjwXxORpENKQYaSP17ErZGyDO0d0JPIUCejqGHZhdP7oo9+ySU3UywEXi5qQEcjR69qfXj3HCSaQxQ0p1XUdoP0VSU8zIpOgligiER2hAuoZGiBPlp1mcCawYpQ/DWJoTaZipvzdSxJUa88BMcqSHat6biv953USHF35KI5FoEuHZQ2HCoEk77Qb2qSRYs7EhCEtq/grxEEmEtWmwaEpw5yMvklat6p5Vaze1Uv0yr6MADsEROAYuOAd1cA0aoAkweABP4AW8Wo/Ws/Vmvc9Gl6x85wD8gfXxDY0WmUQ=</latexit>

�⇤ + p ! X ! �⇤ + p

<latexit sha1_base64="B6yfgz5j+Blni4LDI1rk82+xVJg=">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</latexit>

Reduces at Q2 ! 1 to a local operator: Tµ⌫ :
the energy momentum tensor; i.e., the coupling of a graviton

<latexit sha1_base64="3cc0ECx+TSNuZLQvUwK5xdEhDPQ=">AAACEHicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF64v1NJmIhhNSMguhVoSbSwx4ZXASmaHC0yY2d3MzJKQDZ9g46/YWGiMraWdf+MsUCh4kpucnHPvnbnHjzhT2nG+rcza+sbmVnbb3tnd2z/IHR41VBhLCnUa8lC2fKKAswDqmmkOrUgCET6Hpj+6Tf3mGKRiYVDTkwg8QQYB6zNKtJG6ufNC7SEpFqcFPGBjUFgPAYtQQKBjgZUpGXPo2HY3l3dKzgx4lbgLkkcLVLu5r04vpHG6iXKiVNt1Iu0lRGpGOUztTqwgInREBtA2NCAClJfMDpriM6P0cD+UpgKNZ+rviYQIpSbCN52C6KFa9lLxP68d6/61l7AgijUEdP5QP+ZYhzhNB/eYBKr5xBBCJTN/xXRIJKHaZJiG4C6fvEoa5ZJ7WSrfl/OVm0UcWXSCTtEFctEVqqA7VEV1RNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj3pqxFjPH6A+szx8sQpts</latexit>

T++ gives the momentum sum rule

graviton

<latexit sha1_base64="3cc0ECx+TSNuZLQvUwK5xdEhDPQ=">AAACEHicbVC7TgJBFJ3FF64v1NJmIhhNSMguhVoSbSwx4ZXASmaHC0yY2d3MzJKQDZ9g46/YWGiMraWdf+MsUCh4kpucnHPvnbnHjzhT2nG+rcza+sbmVnbb3tnd2z/IHR41VBhLCnUa8lC2fKKAswDqmmkOrUgCET6Hpj+6Tf3mGKRiYVDTkwg8QQYB6zNKtJG6ufNC7SEpFqcFPGBjUFgPAYtQQKBjgZUpGXPo2HY3l3dKzgx4lbgLkkcLVLu5r04vpHG6iXKiVNt1Iu0lRGpGOUztTqwgInREBtA2NCAClJfMDpriM6P0cD+UpgKNZ+rviYQIpSbCN52C6KFa9lLxP68d6/61l7AgijUEdP5QP+ZYhzhNB/eYBKr5xBBCJTN/xXRIJKHaZJiG4C6fvEoa5ZJ7WSrfl/OVm0UcWXSCTtEFctEVqqA7VEV1RNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj3pqxFjPH6A+szx8sQpts</latexit>

T++ gives the momentum sum rule



` `0

p
p0u

 Five-quark Fock State + final-state interaction produces rapidity 
gap

X

g g

Simplified Description of DDIS from two-gluon Pomeron exchange in  
the LF framework

rapidity gap

<latexit sha1_base64="W42pGPT4j3xjdVu7t2w/pCGvVpM=">AAAB6HicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KMijUHwFGZyUI9BLx4zYBZIhtDTqSRteha6e4Qw5OjJiwdFvPoV+Q5vfoM/YWc5aOKDgsd7VVTV82PBlbbtLyuzsrq2vpHdzG1t7+zu5fcPaipKJMMqi0QkGz5VKHiIVc21wEYskQa+wLo/uJn49QeUikfhnR7G6AW0F/IuZ1QbyXXb+YJdtKcgy8SZk0L5eOx+P56MK+38Z6sTsSTAUDNBlWo6dqy9lErNmcBRrpUojCkb0B42DQ1pgMpLp4eOyJlROqQbSVOhJlP190RKA6WGgW86A6r7atGbiP95zUR3r7yUh3GiMWSzRd1EEB2RydekwyUyLYaGUCa5uZWwPpWUaZNNzoTgLL68TGqlonNRLLkmjWuYIQtHcArn4MAllOEWKlAFBghP8AKv1r31bL1Z77PWjDWfOYQ/sD5+AJpmkIM=</latexit>

Q
<latexit sha1_base64="SuC+2ydBZ4molFjWwi0VYF+cIRE=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opaKDAbBKuymUMugjWUC5gHJEmYns8mY2ZllZlYIS0p7GwtFbP2FfIed3+BPOHkUmnjgwuGce7n3niDmTBvX/XIyK6tr6xvZzdzW9s7uXn7/oK5logitEcmlagZYU84ErRlmOG3GiuIo4LQRDG4mfuOBKs2kuDPDmPoR7gkWMoKNlertACtU7eQLbtGdAi0Tb04K5eNx9fvxZFzp5D/bXUmSiApDONa65bmx8VOsDCOcjnLtRNMYkwHu0ZalAkdU++n02hE6s0oXhVLZEgZN1d8TKY60HkaB7Yyw6etFbyL+57USE175KRNxYqggs0VhwpGRaPI66jJFieFDSzBRzN6KSB8rTIwNKGdD8BZfXib1UtG7KJaqNo1rmCELR3AK5+DBJZThFipQAwL38AQv8OpI59l5c95nrRlnPnMIf+B8/ADo2pJm</latexit>

Q̄

<latexit sha1_base64="vgvov6LkV3hwyk70dEKdy9/bY34=">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</latexit>

Five-quark Fock state of proton: |{udu}8C{QQ̄}8C >

<latexit sha1_base64="evsS+1Qrfj/aVleozPGkr+EQlwA=">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</latexit>

Di↵ractive DIS Event: �⇤ + p|uduQQ̄> ! p0 +X + (rapgap)

<latexit sha1_base64="SuC+2ydBZ4molFjWwi0VYF+cIRE=">AAAB7XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opaKDAbBKuymUMugjWUC5gHJEmYns8mY2ZllZlYIS0p7GwtFbP2FfIed3+BPOHkUmnjgwuGce7n3niDmTBvX/XIyK6tr6xvZzdzW9s7uXn7/oK5logitEcmlagZYU84ErRlmOG3GiuIo4LQRDG4mfuOBKs2kuDPDmPoR7gkWMoKNlertACtU7eQLbtGdAi0Tb04K5eNx9fvxZFzp5D/bXUmSiApDONa65bmx8VOsDCOcjnLtRNMYkwHu0ZalAkdU++n02hE6s0oXhVLZEgZN1d8TKY60HkaB7Yyw6etFbyL+57USE175KRNxYqggs0VhwpGRaPI66jJFieFDSzBRzN6KSB8rTIwNKGdD8BZfXib1UtG7KJaqNo1rmCELR3AK5+DBJZThFipQAwL38AQv8OpI59l5c95nrRlnPnMIf+B8/ADo2pJm</latexit>

Q̄

<latexit sha1_base64="6cScTRfsI0gVA07gxVuhzoWCLV0=">AAAB6XicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opaKDAbRKuymUMugjWUi5gHJEmYns8mQmdllZlYIS0o7GwtFbP2JfIed3+BPOHkUGj1w4XDOvdx7TxBzpo3rfjqZpeWV1bXsem5jc2t7J7+7V9dRogitkYhHqhlgTTmTtGaY4bQZK4pFwGkjGFxP/MY9VZpF8s4MY+oL3JMsZAQbK91WTzv5glt0p0B/iTcnhfLhuPr1cDSudPIf7W5EEkGlIRxr3fLc2PgpVoYRTke5dqJpjMkA92jLUokF1X46vXSETqzSRWGkbEmDpurPiRQLrYcisJ0Cm75e9Cbif14rMeGlnzIZJ4ZKMlsUJhyZCE3eRl2mKDF8aAkmitlbEeljhYmx4eRsCN7iy39JvVT0zoulqk3jCmbIwgEcwxl4cAFluIEK1IBACI/wDC/OwHlyXp23WWvGmc/swy8479/6t5C0</latexit>

Q0

u

<latexit sha1_base64="J7KB491zGCQoxca6/mHA8wrPCz8=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxltcb1FLm8UgWIXdFGojBm0sEzAXSJYwO3s2GTM7u8zMCiHkCWwsFLHVh7G3Ed/GyaXQ6A8DH/9/DnPOCVLOlHbdLyu3tLyyupZftzc2t7Z3Crt7DZVkkmKdJjyRrYAo5ExgXTPNsZVKJHHAsRkMriZ58w6lYom40cMU/Zj0BIsYJdpYtbBbKLoldyrnL3hzKF682+fp26dd7RY+OmFCsxiFppwo1fbcVPsjIjWjHMd2J1OYEjogPWwbFCRG5Y+mg46dI+OETpRI84R2pu7PjhGJlRrGgamMie6rxWxi/pe1Mx2d+SMm0kyjoLOPoow7OnEmWzshk0g1HxogVDIzq0P7RBKqzW1scwRvceW/0CiXvJNSueYWK5cwUx4O4BCOwYNTqMA1VKEOFBDu4RGerFvrwXq2XmalOWvesw+/ZL1+AynJkCw=</latexit>

d
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�⇤(q+ = 0, ~q?)

Low-Nussinov Two-Gluon Model of Pomeron



QCD Mechanism for Rapidity Gaps

Wilson Line: ψ(y)
Z y

0
dx eiA(x)·dx ψ(0)

P

Reproduces lab-frame color dipole approach 
DDIS: Input for leading twist nuclear shadowing

Diffractive Deep Inelastic Scattering DDIS



�⇤

Forward Virtual Compton scattering for a DDIS  event

�⇤

Nonzero LF propagation time between virtual photons:  No OPE!

p
p0

p

< p|Jµ(x)|N >< N |J⌫(y)|p >, (x� y)2 6= 0

Jµ(x) J⌫(y)
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Complex phases from Pomeron Exchange
DDIS: No OPE and No Momentum Sum Rule!! !

Unitarity: Cut gives DDIS cross section



DDIS: 
Diffractive 

Deep Inelastic 
Scattering

90% of proton momentum carried off 
by final state p’ in 15% of events!

Gluon momentum fraction may be misidentified!
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Violates Momentum and other Sum Rules



Nuclear Shadowing in QCD 

Nuclear  Shadowing not included in nuclear LFWF !  

 Dynamical e!ect due to virtual photon interacting in nucleus

Stodolsky 
Pumplin, sjb 

Gribov

Shadowing depends on understanding leading twist-diffraction in DIS

Di!raction via Reggeon gives constructive interference!

Anti-shadowing not universal

N2 N2

N1 N1

One Step Two Step

Theory of Nuclear Shadowing in DIS 

Stodolsky  
Gribov 

Pumplin, sjb

Shadowing depends on understanding leading twist-diffraction in DIS

DIS on a Nuclear Target
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The one-step and two-step processes in DIS
on a nucleus.

Coherence at small Bjorken xB :
1/MxB = 2�/Q2 � LA.

If the scattering on nucleon N1 is via pomeron
exchange, the one-step and two-step ampli-
tudes are opposite in phase, thus diminishing
the q flux reaching N2.

� Shadowing of the DIS nuclear structure
functions.

Diffraction via Pomeron gives destructive interference!

Shadowing

Shadowing depends on understanding leading-twist diffraction in DIS



The one-step and two-step processes in DIS
on a nucleus.

Coherence at small Bjorken xB :
1/MxB = 2�/Q2 � LA.

If the scattering on nucleon N1 is via pomeron
exchange, the one-step and two-step ampli-
tudes are opposite in phase, thus diminishing
the q flux reaching N2.

� Shadowing of the DIS nuclear structure
functions.

  Observed HERA DDIS produces nuclear shadowing

Interior nucleons shadowed



A

q+ = 0 q2
? = Q2 = �q2

A-1

�⇤

Q2

�⇤

Reduces to matrix element of local operator:  Sum Rules

N2 N2

N1

A

Q2

LFWFs are real for stable hadrons, nuclei

N2

N1

Study Double Virtual Compton Scattering �⇤A! �⇤A

Usual “Handbag” Diagram: no DDIS

Unitarity: Cut gives DIS Cross Section

Study Forward Virtual Compton Scattering on Nucleus



3

inside the nucleus depends on the survival of the projec-
tile photon or its fluctuations reaching that nucleon. In-
tuitively, one would expect that nucleon counting, which
is a parton model way to understand the parton model
sum rules, would fail. Technically, the derivation of sum
rules which depends on both the operator product short
distance and on the locality of two currents in deeply vir-
tual Compton scattering electron scattering at high Q2,
fails in a nucleus as we explain in detail in what follows.

The contribution to the forward virtual Compton scat-
tering amplitude for a coherent [17] scattering process on
a nucleus, �⇤(Q2)A ! �⇤(Q2)A, from the interference
between the two-step and one-step amplitudes is shown
in Fig. 5. Sum rules for deep inelastic scattering are an-
alyzed using OPE for the forward virtual Compton scat-
tering amplitude where the moments of structure func-
tions and other distributions can be evaluated as overlaps
of the target hadron’s light-front wavefunction [18–21].
The real phase of the resulting DIS amplitude and its
OPE matrix elements reflects the real phase of the stable
target hadron’s wavefunction.

The usual “handbag” diagram where the two Jµ(x)
and J⌫(0) currents acting on an uninterrupted quark
propagator are replaced by a local operator Tµ⌫(0) as
Q2 ! 1, is inapplicable in deeply virtual Compton scat-
tering from a nucleus since the currents act on di↵erent
nucleons.

Unlike the handbag diagram, the phase of the deeply
virtual amplitude arising from the Glauber interference
amplitudes is always complex. Thus the derivation of the
momentum sum rule fails for the nuclear PDF: shadowing
and anti-shadowing do not need to compensate each other
to restore the momentum sum rule.

Let us consider in more detail the interference of the
single and the double step interactions shown in Fig.2.
Here N1 is the front-face nucleon and N2 an interior
nucleon. In the one-step process only N2 interacts via
Pomeron exchange, while N1 does not. In the two step,
the scattering on N1 is via Pomeron exchange, and both
amplitudes have di↵erent phases, diminishing the q̄ flux
that reaches N2. The interior nucleon is shadowed. The
interior nucleon, N2, thus sees two fluxes - the incident
virtual photon �⇤ and the V 0 produced from DDIS on
N1. The relative phase of the one-step and two-step am-
plitudes is the critical factor of i from the Glauber cut
times the phase of Pomeron exchange in DDIS. The de-
structive interference is why N2 does not see the full flux
– it is shadowed by N1. Thus shadowing of the nuclear
PDF is due to additional physical, causal events within
the nucleus.

Several additional points should be emphasized. First,
the qq̄ vector system V 0 propagates on-shell. This means
that not all the propagators in the graph can be consid-
ered as being hard (of order Q2): this invalidates the
OPE, and, as a consequence, the momentum sum rule.
Moreover, the finite path length due to the on-shell prop-
agation of V 0 between N1 and N2 contributes to the
distance (�z)2 between the two virtual photons in the

A A-2

Contribution from One-Step / Two-Step Interference

Front-Face Nucleon N1 not struckFront-Face Nucleon N1 struck

�⇤

Q2
�⇤

N1
N2 N2

A

Q2

Doubly Virtual Nuclear Compton Scattering �⇤(q)A ! �⇤(q)A

N1

FIG. 5. Contribution to doubly virtual Compton scattering
on a nucleus �⇤A ! �⇤A from the interference of the two-
step and one-step amplitudes illustrated in Fig. 2. The cut of
the forward amplitude contributes to the inclusive DIS cross
section �⇤A ! X. This diagram cannot be reduced to a hand-
bag amplitude where two currents interact on an interrupted
quark propagator.

DVCS amplitude. One no longer has (�z)2 ⇡ 1/Q2.
The distance between the currents cannot be less than
the inter-nucleon distance, invalidating also the OPE and
the parton momentum sum rule. Finally, the interfer-
ence diagram is real even if defined in the forward limit,
since in the high Q2 limit of the OPE only a local op-
erator contributes, and the phases coming from Regge
exchanges cancel each other. This certainly is another
reason to invalidate the OPE for nuclei, since it would
mean the absence of shadowing.

Thus, the Glauber propagation of the vector system,
V 0, produced by the DDIS interaction on the nuclear
front face and its subsequent inelastic interaction with
the nucleons in the nuclear interior V 0 +Nb ! X, occurs
after the lepton interacts with the struck quark. The cor-
responding amplitude for deeply virtual Compton scat-
tering is not given by the handbag diagram alone since
interactions between the two currents are essential.

Finally, we reiterate that because of the rescatter-
ing dynamics, the DDIS amplitude acquires a complex
phase from Pomeron and Regge exchange; thus final-
state rescattering corrections lead to nontrivial “dynam-
ical” contributions to the measured PDFs, i.e., they
are a consequence of the scattering process itself [22–
24]. The I = 1 Reggeon contribution to DDIS on the
front-face nucleon then leads to flavor-dependent anti-
shadowing [23, 25]. This could explain why the NuTeV
charged current measurement µA ! ⌫X scattering does
not appear to show anti-shadowing, in contrast to deep

Nonzero LF propagation time between virtual photons:  No OPE!
Complex phases from Pomeron Exchange

DDIS: No Momentum Sum Rule 



Reggeon Exchange Contribution to Charge-Exchange DDIS

p n

X+γ*



Non-singlet 
Reggeon 
Exchange

x0.5

Kuti-Weisskopf 
behavior

F2p(x)� F2n(x) / x1/2

Antiquark interacts with target nucleus at
energy ŝ ⇤ 1

xbj

Regge contribution: ⇥q̄N ⇥ ŝ�R�1

Shadowing of ⇥q̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

c

c̄

g

↵R ' 1/2



�

Reggeon Exchange 

X

Two-step Glauber process

N1

N2

N’1

Can give constructive interference !



The one-step and two-step processes in DIS
on a nucleus.

Coherence at small Bjorken xB :
1/MxB = 2�/Q2 � LA.

If the scattering on nucleon N1 is via pomeron
exchange, the one-step and two-step ampli-
tudes are opposite in phase, thus diminishing
the q flux reaching N2.

� Shadowing of the DIS nuclear structure
functions.

Regge

        constructive in phase
thus increasing the flux reaching N2

  Regge Exchange in DDIS produces 
nuclear anti-shadowing

Interior nucleons anti-shadowed

Schmidt, Lu, Yang, sjb



Reggeon Exchange

Antiquark interacts with target nucleus at
energy ŝ ⇤ 1

xbj

Regge contribution: ⇥q̄N ⇥ ŝ�R�1

Shadowing of ⇥q̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

c

c̄

g

Phase of two-step amplitude relative to one
step:

1⇧
2
(1� i)⇥ i = 1⇧

2
(i + 1)

Constructive Interference

Depends on quark flavor!

Thus antishadowing is not universal

Di�erent for couplings of �⇤, Z0, W±

↵R ' 1/2

Test: Tagged Drell-Yan



Anti-Shadowing
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Comparison with experimental ratios
R = F A

2 /F D
2 . The ordinate indicates the fractional differences

between experimental data and theoretical values: (Rexp −

Rtheo)/Rtheo.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Comparison with experimental data of
R = F A
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2

. The ratios (Rexp − Rtheo)/Rtheo are shown.

ters cannot be determined easily by the present data.
The χ2 analysis results are shown in comparison with

the data. First, χ2 values are listed for each nuclear
data set in Table III. The total χ2 divided by the degree
of freedom is 1.58. Comparison with the actual data is
shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 for the FA

2 /FD
2 , FA

2 /FC,Li
2 ,

and Drell-Yan (σpA
DY /σpA′

DY ) data, respectively. These ra-
tios are denoted Rexp for the experimental data and Rtheo

for the parametrization calculations. The deviation ra-
tios (Rexp−Rtheo)/Rtheo are shown in these figures. The
NPDFs are evolved to the experimental Q2 points, then
the ratios (Rexp − Rtheo)/Rtheo are calculated.
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DY . The ratios (Rexp − Rtheo)/Rtheo are shown.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Parametrization results are compared
with the data of F2 ratios F Ca

2 /F D
2 and Drell-Yan ratios

σpCa
DY /σpD

DY . The theoretical curves and uncertainties are cal-
culated at Q2=5 GeV2 for the F2 ratios and at Q2=50 GeV2

for the Drell-Yan ratios.

As examples, actual data are compared with the
parametrization results in Fig. 5 for the ratios FCa

2 /FD
2

and σpCa
DY /σpD

DY . The shaded areas indicate the ranges of
NPDF uncertainties, which are calculated at Q2=5 GeV2

for the F2 ratios and at Q2=50 GeV2 for the Drell-Yan
ratios. The experimental data are well reproduced by the
parametrization, and the the data errors agree roughly
with the uncertainty bands. We should note that the
parametrization curves and the uncertainties are calcu-
lated at at Q2=5 and 50 GeV2, whereas the data are
taken at various Q2 points. In Fig. 5, the smallest-
x data at x=0.0062 for FCa

2 /FD
2 seems to deviate from

the parametrization curve. However, the deviation comes
simply from a Q2 difference. In fact, if the theoretical ra-
tio is estimated at the experimental Q2 point, the data
point agrees with the parametrization as shown in Fig.
2.
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“Nuclear parton distribution functions
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Figure 1: Nuclear correction factor R according to Eq. 1
for the differential cross section d2σ/dx dQ2 in charged
current neutrino-Fe scattering at Q2 = 5 GeV2. Results
are shown for the charged current neutrino (solid lines)
and anti-neutrino (dashed lines) scattering from iron.
The upper (lower) pair of curves shows the result of our
analysis with the Base-2 (Base-1) free-proton PDFs.

Figure 2: Predictions (solid and dashed line) for the
structure function ratio F F e

2 /F D
2 using the iron PDFs

extracted from fits to NuTeV neutrino and anti-neutrino
data. The SLAC/NMC parameterization is shown with
the dot-dashed line. The structure function F D

2 in the
denominator has been computed using either the Base-2
(solid line) or the Base-1 (dashed line) PDFs.

(significant) dependence on the energy scale Q, the atomic number A, or the specific observable.
The increasing precision of both the experimental data and the extracted PDFs demand that the
applied nuclear correction factors be equally precise as these contributions play a crucial role in
determining the PDFs. In this study we reexamine the source and size of the nuclear corrections
that enter the PDF global analysis, and quantify the associated uncertainty. Additionally, we
provide the foundation for including the nuclear correction factors as a dynamic component of
the global analysis so that the full correlations between the heavy and light target data can be
exploited.

A recent study 1 analyzed the impact of new data sets from the NuTeV 3, Chorus, and E-
866 Collaborations on the PDFs. This study found that the NuTeV data set (together with the
model used for the nuclear corrections) pulled against several of the other data sets, notably the
E-866, BCDMS and NMC sets. Reducing the nuclear corrections at large values of x reduced
the severity of this pull and resulted in improved χ2 values. These results suggest on a purely
phenomenological level that the appropriate nuclear corrections for ν-DIS may well be smaller
than assumed.

To investigate this question further, we use the high-statistics ν-DIS experiments to perform
a dedicated PDF fit to neutrino–iron data.2 Our methodology for this fit is parallel to that of
the previous global analysis,1 but with the difference we use only Fe data and that no nuclear
corrections are applied to the analyzed data; hence, the resulting PDFs are for a bound proton
in an iron nucleus. Specifically, we determine iron PDFs using the recent NuTeV differential
neutrino (1371 data points) and anti-neutrino (1146 data points) DIS cross section data,3 and
we include NuTeV/CCFR dimuon data (174 points) which are sensitive to the strange quark
content of the nucleon. We impose kinematic cuts of Q2 > 2 GeV and W > 3.5 GeV, and obtain
a good fit with a χ2 of 1.35 per data point.2

2 Nuclear Correction Factors

We now compare our iron PDFs with the free-proton PDFs (appropriately scaled) to infer the
proper heavy target correction which should be applied to relate these quantities. Within the

Extrapolations from  NuTeV

SLAC/NMC data

Q2 = 5 GeV2

Scheinbein, Yu, Keppel, Morfin, Olness, Owens

No anti-shadowing in deep inelastic neutrino scattering !

Is Antishadowing Non-Universal? -- Quark Specific?
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Nuclear Shadowing in QCD 

Nuclear  Shadowing not included in nuclear LFWF !  

 Dynamical e!ect due to virtual photon interacting in nucleus

Stodolsky 
Pumplin, sjb 

Gribov

Shadowing depends on understanding leading twist-diffraction in DIS

Di!raction via Reggeon gives constructive interference!

Anti-shadowing not universal

N2 N2

N1 N1
One Step Two Step

FIG. 1. Upper panel left: one-step scattering amplitude on a
single nucleon; Upper panel Right: two-step coherent process
involving two nucleons; Lower panel: interfering one-step and
two-step scattering amplitudes in DIS on a nucleus A. The
initial scattering in the two-step amplitude on the front-face
nucleon N1 is di↵ractive DIS: �⇤N1 ! [qq̄]N 0

1 which leaves
N1 intact. The propagating vector (qq̄) system then interacts
inelastically on N2: [qq̄] +N2 ! X. The two step amplitude
interferes with the one-step amplitude �⇤ + N2 ! X on N2.
The interior nucleon N2 sees two fluxes, the virtual photon
�⇤ and the secondary beam (qq̄) generated by DDIS on N1.
In e↵ect, nucleon N1 “shadows” N2.

ture functions in deep inelastic charged-current reactions
⌫A ! µX, concerning the absence of anti-shadowing in
the domain 0.1 < xBj < 0.2 (Figure. 2). NuTeV’s ini-
tial measurement was further substantiated by the global
analysis conducted by nCTEQ [3] where, based on the
fully correlated covariant error matrix provided in [2], it
is shown that the tension between the ⌫Fe and µFe data
does not allow for a “compromise” fit including both sets.
A similar conclusion has also been reached in the more

 0.7

 0.8

 0.9

 1

 1.1

 1.2

 0.01  0.1

F 2
Fe

/F
2D

xBj

NMC
BCDMS

NuTeV
CDHSW

FIG. 2. Comparison of the ratio of iron to deuteron nu-
clear structure functions measured in deep inelastic neutrino-
nucleus scattering (NuTeV [2], CDHSW [8]), and muon-
nucleus scattering (BCDMS [9] and NMC [10, 11]). All
data are displayed in the online Durham HepData Project
Database [12]. Anti-shadowing is absent in the neutrino
charged current data.

recent experimental analyses of Refs. [4, 6, 7], as well as
in Ref. [5], where following an accurate analysis of the Q2

dependence of the di↵erent data sets, the nuclear PDF
measured in deep inelastic neutrino reactions is shown
to have no anti-shadowing enhancement and is thus dis-
tinctly di↵erent from the corresponding PDFmeasured in
charged lepton deep inelastic scattering (Figure 2). More
quantitative analyses are in currently in progress to bet-
ter constrain the shadowing anti-shadowing regions.
The striking di↵erence between neutrino vs. charged

lepton DIS measurements is in direct conflict with the
conventional expectation that the quark and gluon dis-
tributions of the nucleus are universal properties of the
nuclear eigenstate and are thus process independent (see
discussion in [13]). Understanding the workings of low x
PDFs in nuclei and their impact on the momentum sum
rule is of the utmost importance, especially as more pre-
cise measurements on nuclear parton distribution func-
tions (PDFs) will be made available at the upcoming
Electron Ion Collider (EIC).
2. We describe a scenario by which both shadowing
and anti-shadowing originate as Glauber phenomena in-
volving the constructive vs. destructive interference of
two-step and one-step amplitudes illustrated in Figure
1 [29]. The first step of the two-step amplitude in-
volves leading-twist Di↵ractive Deep Inelastic Scattering
(DDIS) on a front-face nucleon N1, which leaves the nu-
cleon intact. DDIS in �⇤N ! NX reactions has been
observed to satisfy Bjorken scaling, and approximately
10% of high energy DIS events are di↵ractive [14, 15]. In
the Regge theory of strong interactions di↵raction occurs
through the exchange of either a Pomeron or a Reggeon

NuTeV:  No Antishadowing for charge current

Is Antishadowing Non-Universal? -- Quark Specific?



Nuclear Antishadowing  is flavor dependent 
not universal !

Lu, Schmidt, Yang; sjb

Modifies 
NuTeV extraction of 

sin2 �W

Test in flavor-tagged  
DIS at the EIC 



• Unlike shadowing, anti-shadowing from Reggeon exchange is flavor specific;

• Each quark and anti-quark will have distinctly different constructive interference patterns. 

• The flavor dependence of antishadowing explains why anti- shadowing is different for 
electron (neutral electro- magnetic current) vs. neutrino (charged weak current) DIS 
reactions.

• Test of the explanation of antishadowing: Bjorken-scaling leading-twist charge 
exchange DDIS reaction γ∗p→nX+ with a rapidity gap due to I=1 Reggeon exchange.

•

The usual “handbag” diagram where the two Jμ(x) and Jν (0) currents acting on an 
uninterrupted quark propagator are replaced by a local operator T μν (0) as Q2 → ∞, is 
inapplicable in deeply virtual Compton scattering from a nucleus since the currents act on 
different nucleons. 

The finite path length due to the on-shell propagation of V0 between N1 and N2 
contributes a finite distance (∆z)2 between the two virtual photons in the DVCS  
amplitude. 

�z2 does not vanish as 1
Q2 .

OPE and Sum Rules invalid for nuclear pdfs

S. Liuti, I. Schmidt, sjb



One of the most interesting aspects of neutrino-nucleus DIS measurements is the 
apparent absence of antishadowing of the nuclear parton distributions, in direct 
contradiction to electron-nucleus and muon-nucleus measurements.  

Implications:  

(1) anti-shadowing is flavor specific.  

(2) This can be tested in flavor-tagged semi-inclusive deep inelastic lepton scattering.  

(3) antishadowing cannot compensate for shadowing in the momentum sum rule  

(5) the momentum sum rule is inapplicable for the nuclear pdf,  

(6) the standard operator product analysis fails for nuclei because of shadowing and 
antishadowing.  

(7) Implications of these issues for nuclear pdfs in QCD based on Glauber-Gribov theory  

(9) Important connections to leading-twist diffractive DIS.



A

q+ = 0 q2
? = Q2 = �q2

A-1

One-Step / Two-Step Interference

Front-Face Nucleon N1 not struckFront-Face Nucleon N1 struck

�⇤

Q2
�⇤

Study Double Virtual Compton Scattering �⇤A! �⇤A

Illustrates the
LF time sequence

Cannot reduce to matrix element 
of local operator!  No Sum Rules!

N1
N2 N2

N1

A

Q2

Liuti, Schmidt sjb



Color transparency fundamental prediction of QCD

5

CT onset
1.0

TA

Q0
2 Q2➝

Complete transparency

Glauber

• Not predicted by strongly interacting 
hadronic picture → arises in picture of 
quark-gluon interactions

• QCD: color field of singlet objects vanishes 
as size is reduced

• Signature is a rise in nuclear transparency, 
TA, as a function of the momentum 
transfer, Q2

!" =
$"
% $& (free nucleon 

cross section)

(nuclear cross section)

e

e'

p p'

JLab Seminar 2019

e+A ! e0 + p+X

1

Q2 !

1

14 GeV 2 < Q2 < 20 GeV 2

Q2 > 20 GeV 2

1

Two-Stage Color Transparency for ProtonHolly Suzmila-Vance

Dirac Domain

A.H. Mueller, sjb



• Square of Target LFWFs                 Modified by Rescattering: ISI & FSI

• No Wilson Line                             Contains Wilson Line, Phases

• Probability Distributions                 No Probabilistic Interpretation

• Process-Independent                      Process-Dependent - From Collision

• T-even Observables                        T-Odd (Sivers, Boer-Mulders, etc.)

• No Shadowing,  Anti-Shadowing      Shadowing,  Anti-Shadowing, Saturation

• Sum Rules: Momentum and Jz               Sum Rules Not Proven

• DGLAP Evolution; mod. at large x   DGLAP Evolution

• No Diffractive DIS                         Hard Pomeron and Odderon Diffractive DIS

Static                           Dynamic

General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum
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Mulders, Boer

Qiu, Sterman

 Pasquini, Xiao,  
Yuan, sjb

Collins, Qiu

Hwang, Schmidt, 
Lyubovitskij, Luiti, 

sjb,

!Momentum and Other Sum Rules Invalid



T-OddPseudo-

11-2001 
8624A06

S

current 
quark jet

final state 
interaction

spectator 
system

proton

e– 

!*

e– 

quark

Single-spin 
asymmetries

Leading Twist 
Sivers Effect

~Sp ·~q⇥~pq

 Hwang,  Schmidt, 
sjb

Light-Front Wavefunction   
S and P- Waves!

QCD S- and P- 
Coulomb Phases 

--Wilson Line 

“Lensing Effect”

i

Collins, Burkardt, Ji, 
Yuan. Pasquini, ...

Leading-Twist 
Rescattering 
Violates pQCD 
Factorization!Sign reversal in DY!

 “Lensing” 
involves soft 

scales



Final-State Interactions Produce  
Pseudo T-Odd  (Sivers Effect)

• Leading-Twist Bjorken Scaling! 

• Requires nonzero orbital angular momentum of quark 

• Arises from the interference of Final-State QCD Coulomb phases in S- and P- waves;  

• Wilson line effect  --  lc gauge prescription 

• Relate to the quark contribution to the target proton                                                anomalous 
magnetic moment and final-state QCD phases 

• QCD phase at soft scale! 

• New window to QCD coupling and running gluon mass in the IR 

• QED S and P Coulomb phases infinite -- difference of phases finite! 

• Alternate: Retarded and Advanced Gauge: Augmented LFWFs

~S ·~p jet⇥~q

~S ·~p jet⇥~qi
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 Pasquini, Xiao, Yuan, sjb
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Dae Sung Hwang, Yuri V. Kovchegov,

Ivan Schmidt, Matthew D. Sievert, sjb



General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum
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deuteron

Standard Nuclear Physics: 
Two color-singlet combinations of three 3C

n

p

⇤d(xi,�k⇧i) = ⇤body
d ⇥ ⇤n ⇥ ⇤p

Antiquark interacts with target nucleus at
energy ŝ ⌅ 1

xbj

Regge contribution: ⇥q̄N ⇤ ŝ�R�1 gives F2N ⇤
x1��R

Nonsinglet Kuti-Weissko� F2p � F2n ⌅
⌃

xbj
at small xbj.

Shadowing of ⇥q̄M produces shadowing of
nuclear structure function.

Weak binding:



Hidden Color in QCD
• Deuteron: Five color-singlet combinations of 6 color-triplets 

•  One Fock state  is n  p nucleon clusters, one state is ∆ ∆ 

Lepage, Ji, sjb
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General remarks about orbital angular mo-
mentum
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Asymptotic Solution has Expansion

Deuteron six-quark state has five color-singlet 
configurations, only one of which is n-p.

ERBL Evolution: Transition to Delta-Delta

Hidden Color of Deuteron

Lepage, Ji, sjb



dσ
dt (γd! Δ++Δ�)' dσ

dt (γd! pn) at high Q2

dσ
dt (γd! Δ++Δ�)' dσ

dt (γd! pn) at high Q2

• Deuteron: six-quark wavefunction

• ERBL Evolution of deuteron distribution amplitude

•  5 color-singlet combinations of 6 color-triplets -- one 
state  is |n  p>

• Components of deuteron distribution amplitude     
evolve towards equality at short distances:

• Hidden color states dominate deuteron form factor and 
photo-disintegration at high momentum transfer

Hidden Color in QCD

ϕD(xi, Q2)

ϕD(xi, Q2) → Cx1x2x3x4x5x6

Lepage, Ji, sjb
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Abstract

Hidden-color configurations are a key prediction of QCD with important physical consequences. In this work we
examine a QCD color-singlet configuration in nuclei formed by combining six scalar [ud] diquarks in a strongly bound
SU(3)C channel. The resulting hexadiquark state is a charge-2, spin-0, baryon number-4, isospin-0, color-singlet state.
It contributes to alpha clustering in light nuclei and to the additional binding energy not saturated by ordinary nuclear
forces in 4He as well as the alpha-nuclei sequence of interest for nuclear astrophysics. We show that the strongly
bound combination of six scalar isospin-0 [ud] diquarks within the nuclear wave function - relative to free nucleons
- provides a natural explanation of the EMC effect measured by the CLAS collaboration’s comparison of nuclear
parton distribution function ratios for a large range of nuclei. These experiments confirmed that the EMC effect;
i.e., the distortion of quark distributions within nuclei, is dominantly identified with the dynamics of neutron-proton
(“isophobic”) short-range correlations within the nuclear wave function rather than proton-proton or neutron-neutron
correlations.

1. Introduction

A striking feature of the nuclear structure functions
measured in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) is the strong
deviation from nucleon additivity observed by the Euro-
pean Muon Collaboration (EMC) at CERN in the kine-
matic domain of the Bjorken scaling variable 0.3 <
xB j < 0.7 [1, 2]. From a nuclear physics perspective,
the EMC effect is hypothesized to be due to either mean-
field nuclear effects or short-range two nucleon interac-
tions. In this work we take the latter view. The EMC
effect is taken to be a direct measure of strong inter-
nal nucleon-nucleon dynamical interactions related to
short-range correlated (SRC) nucleon pairs within the
nucleus [3] rather than a static modification of the nu-
clear mean field [4, 5]. Nuclear shadowing and anti-
shadowing effects are also observed in the nuclear par-
ton distribution functions (PDFs) at low xB j, but these
effects reflect diffractive processes and the interference
of single and multiple scattering amplitudes [6]. The
EMC effect is observed in deep inelastic scattering DIS
experiments at leading twist, meaning that the quark
structure of the nuclear target is directly measured. In

this paper we analyze the dynamical EMC deviation of
nuclear structure functions from nucleon additivity at a
fundamental level from QCD degrees of freedom.

The CLAS collaboration recently analyzed the de-
tailed dependence of the EMC effect on the composition
of the nuclear target, systematically comparing nuclei
and isotopes with different numbers of protons and neu-
trons, by utilizing simultaneous measurements of DIS
and quasi-elastic scattering [7]. The physical picture
that emerges from their analysis is of high virtuality nu-
cleons in the nucleus fluctuating into strongly interact-
ing SRC pairs, thus distorting their internal quark and
gluon structure. The short-range correlations appear to
be specifically associated with neutron-proton scatter-
ing events versus neutron-neutron or proton-proton in-
teractions within the nuclear domain [7]. This pattern
of SRCs has a remarkably strong isospin dependence
in the nucleon-nucleon interaction. As stated by the
CLAS collaboration, the SRC of nucleons within nu-
clei appear to be ‘isophobic’; i.e., similar nucleons are
much less likely to be correlated than dissimilar nucle-
ons, leading to many more neutron-proton SRC pairs
than neutron-neutron and proton-proton pairs [8]. In-

Preprint submitted to Elsevier December 8, 2020
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Hidden-color configurations are a key prediction of QCD with important physical consequences. In this work we
examine a QCD color-singlet configuration in nuclei formed by combining six scalar [ud] diquarks in a strongly bound
SU(3)C channel. The resulting hexadiquark state is a charge-2, spin-0, baryon number-4, isospin-0, color-singlet state.
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- provides a natural explanation of the EMC effect measured by the CLAS collaboration’s comparison of nuclear
parton distribution function ratios for a large range of nuclei. These experiments confirmed that the EMC effect;
i.e., the distortion of quark distributions within nuclei, is dominantly identified with the dynamics of neutron-proton
(“isophobic”) short-range correlations within the nuclear wave function rather than proton-proton or neutron-neutron
correlations.

1. Introduction

A striking feature of the nuclear structure functions
measured in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) is the strong
deviation from nucleon additivity observed by the Euro-
pean Muon Collaboration (EMC) at CERN in the kine-
matic domain of the Bjorken scaling variable 0.3 <
xB j < 0.7 [1, 2]. From a nuclear physics perspective,
the EMC effect is hypothesized to be due to either mean-
field nuclear effects or short-range two nucleon interac-
tions. In this work we take the latter view. The EMC
effect is taken to be a direct measure of strong inter-
nal nucleon-nucleon dynamical interactions related to
short-range correlated (SRC) nucleon pairs within the
nucleus [3] rather than a static modification of the nu-
clear mean field [4, 5]. Nuclear shadowing and anti-
shadowing effects are also observed in the nuclear par-
ton distribution functions (PDFs) at low xB j, but these
effects reflect diffractive processes and the interference
of single and multiple scattering amplitudes [6]. The
EMC effect is observed in deep inelastic scattering DIS
experiments at leading twist, meaning that the quark
structure of the nuclear target is directly measured. In

this paper we analyze the dynamical EMC deviation of
nuclear structure functions from nucleon additivity at a
fundamental level from QCD degrees of freedom.

The CLAS collaboration recently analyzed the de-
tailed dependence of the EMC effect on the composition
of the nuclear target, systematically comparing nuclei
and isotopes with different numbers of protons and neu-
trons, by utilizing simultaneous measurements of DIS
and quasi-elastic scattering [7]. The physical picture
that emerges from their analysis is of high virtuality nu-
cleons in the nucleus fluctuating into strongly interact-
ing SRC pairs, thus distorting their internal quark and
gluon structure. The short-range correlations appear to
be specifically associated with neutron-proton scatter-
ing events versus neutron-neutron or proton-proton in-
teractions within the nuclear domain [7]. This pattern
of SRCs has a remarkably strong isospin dependence
in the nucleon-nucleon interaction. As stated by the
CLAS collaboration, the SRC of nucleons within nu-
clei appear to be ‘isophobic’; i.e., similar nucleons are
much less likely to be correlated than dissimilar nucle-
ons, leading to many more neutron-proton SRC pairs
than neutron-neutron and proton-proton pairs [8]. In-
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which, as required, is fully symmetric with respect to
the interchange of any two bosonic duo-diquarks. The
HdQ spatial wave function must also be totally sym-
metric with respect to the exchange of any two DdQs
in order for the total wavefunction to obey the correct
statistics. The HdQ is a JP = 0+, I=0 color singlet
state, matching the quantum numbers of the 4He nucleus
ground state.

The physical alpha particle eigenstate of the QCD
Hamiltonian is a linear combination of both the hidden-
color HdQ and the conventional four-nucleon bound
state of nuclear theory

|α〉 = Cpnpn

∣

∣

∣(u[ud])1C
(d[ud])1C

(u[ud])1C
(d[ud])1C

〉

+ CHdQ

∣

∣

∣([ud][ud])6C
([ud][ud])6C

([ud][ud])6C

〉

. (7)

The mixing of the HdQ with the conventional |npnp〉
nuclear state will also lead to a new JP = 0+ excited
eigenstate which can decay to the ground state by virtual
photon emission. The presence of the HdQ hidden-color
Fock state, which is strongly bound by the QCD color-
confining interactions, can lower the mass of the 4He
nuclear eigenstate, and thus can account for its excep-
tionally strong ∼ 7 MeV binding energy per nucleon.
Nuclei with A = 2Z ≥ 4, which can be identified as
clustered multi-alpha bound states such as 12C and 16O,
have increased binding relative to their neighbours in
the nuclear isotope sequences and can have multi-HdQ
components. In principle, other heavy nuclei with A > 4
can have both multi-HdQ and nucleon degrees of free-
dom.

One might expect nuclear HdQ effects to be small as
nuclear computations based on the nucleon-nucleon in-
teraction and chiral effective field theory give a reason-
able description of binding energies for light nucleons.
In fact, recent lattice simulations using effective nucleon
degrees of freedom to compute the ground state proper-
ties for ∼ 70 isotopes from 3He to 48Ca, give binding
energies and charge radii with a typical NLO error of
10% [20]. However, the physics contained within the
free parameters allows for the possibility of larger ef-
fects.

It is interesting to note that the local scalar four-
nucleon interaction, which obeys Wigner’s approxi-
mate spin-flavor SU(4) symmetry [21], can arise from
the HdQ hadronic state mixing with four nucleons:
(p↑p↓n↑n↓): All quantum numbers are identical: Q=2,
B=4, I=0, J=0. Thus the four-nucleon SU(4) scalar
interaction term in the effective nuclear theory expan-
sion [20] can be related in QCD to the mixing of nucle-
onic degrees of freedom with HdQs. This is particularly

relevant to the study of alpha-like configurations across
the light, medium and heavy mass nuclei.

The actual quantitative determination of the HdQ
probability, PHdQ = |CHdQ |2, in nuclei with A ≥ 4 is
an important nonperturbative QCD question. Its precise
value is a dynamical question and could, in principle,
be answered by lattice gauge theory (LGTH), just as
LGTH has recently established the importance of non-
perturbative intrinsic heavy quark Fock states in hadrons
[22]. The maximum contribution of the HdQ to the
binding energy of 4He approaches the full 7 MeV per
nucleon. There is a binding energy increase from the
usual dependence on the atomic number A, which is
proportional to the number of nucleon pairs and thus
roughly proportional to A2 for light nuclei below the
saturation point; this implies the binding energy per nu-
cleon should grow at least as A [23]. There is also a con-
tribution to the binding energy from closing the neutron
and proton shells in 4He. The maximum contribution
from the HdQ state may be less than 7 MeV per nu-
cleon.

It is important to notice that in the nuclear shell model
the nucleons move almost freely in an average nuclear
potential, and the shell structure is determined mainly
by the exclusion principle. In contrast, the quarks and
diquarks in the HdQ are strongly correlated in the ex-
tended confinement domain determined by the color
interactions of the six 3C diquarks and three 6C duo-
diquarks as we have discussed above: The confining
HdQ potential includes three- and four-body forces, due
to gluon three- and four-vertex interactions. In total,
the HdQ state has 12 quarks with a different quantum
number labeled by 3 colors, 2 spins, and 2 isospins, the
maximum number in a single spatial domain allowed by
spin-statistics. In this sense, the HdQ has a ‘shell’ struc-
ture that is also determined by the exclusion principle,
but at the quark level.

4. Hexadiquark Configurations in Nuclei and the

EMC Effect

The EMC effect is observed as the difference between
the quark PDF distribution qA(x,Q) measured in DIS of
a lepton beam of energy Q on a nucleus vs. the sum of
quark distributions obtained from the DIS scattering on
the corresponding free nucleons:

∆qA = qA(x,Q) − [Zqp(x,Q) + (A − Z)qn(x,Q)]. (8)

In this picture, the valence structure of the sum of free
nucleons corresponds to A diquarks plus Z up quarks
and A − Z down quarks. However, when the nucleons

4
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Color transparency fundamental prediction of QCD

5

CT onset
1.0

TA

Q0
2 Q2➝

Complete transparency

Glauber

• Not predicted by strongly interacting 
hadronic picture → arises in picture of 
quark-gluon interactions

• QCD: color field of singlet objects vanishes 
as size is reduced

• Signature is a rise in nuclear transparency, 
TA, as a function of the momentum 
transfer, Q2
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Two-Stage Color Transparency for ProtonHolly Suzmila-Vance
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Previous Measurements: Mesons
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Hall C E01-107 pion electro-production
CLAS E02-110 rho electro-production

A(e,e’!+)
A(e,e’ρ0)

Enhancements consistent with CT (increasing with Q2 and A) observed

JLab Seminar 2019
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Color Transparency verified for ⇡+ and ⇢ electroproduction
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Appendix A: Form factors and parton distributions
in light-front QCD

The light-front formalism provides an exact repre-
sentation of current matrix elements in terms of the
overlap of frame-independent light-front wave functions
in a light-front Fock basis expansion with components
 n(xi,k?i,�i), where the internal partonic coordinates,
the longitudinal momentum fraction xi and the trans-
verse momentum k?i, obey the momentum conservation
sum rules

Pn
i=1 xi = 1, and

Pn
i=1 k?i = 0. The LFWFs

also depend on �i, the projection of the constituent’s spin
along the z direction.

In terms of overlap of LFWFs in momentum space the
electromagnetic form factor is given by the Drell-Yan-
West (DYW) expression [27, 30]

F (q2) =

X

n

nY

i=1

Z
dxi

Z
d
2k?i

2(2⇡)3
16⇡3

�

⇣
1�

nX

j=1

xj

⌘
�
(2)
⇣ nX

j=1

k?j

⌘

X

j

ej 
⇤
n(xi,k

0
?i,�i) n(xi,k?i,�i), (A1)

where the variables of the light-front Fock components
in the final state are given by k0

?i = k?i + (1 � xi)q?
for a struck constituent quark and k0

?i = k?i �xi q? for
each spectator. The formula is exact if the sum is over
all Fock states n.

The DYW expression for the form factor can be writ-
ten in impact space by Fourier transforming (A1) in mo-
mentum space to impact transverse space [22]. This is
a convenient form to obtain the impact dependent rep-
resentation of GPDs [23], but also for the holographic
mapping of AdS results, since the form factor can be ex-
pressed in terms of the product of light-front wave func-
tions with identical variables. To this purpose, we express
(A1) in terms of n�1 independent transverse impact vari-
ables b?j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n � 1, conjugate to the relative
transverse momentum coordinate k?i, and label by n the
active charged parton which interacts with the current.
Using the Fourier expansion

 n(xj ,k?j) =

(4⇡)(n�1)/2
n�1Y

j=1

Z
d
2b?j exp

⇣
i

n�1X

k=1

b?k · k?k

⌘
 n(xj ,b?j),

(A2)

we find [22, 24]

F (q2) =

X

n

n�1Y

j=1

Z
dxj

Z
d
2b?j exp

⇣
iq? ·

n�1X

j=1

xjb?j

⌘
| n(xj ,b?j)|2 ,

(A3)

corresponding to a change of transverse momentum xjq?
for each of the n � 1 spectators. The internal parton
variables, the longitudinal momentum fraction xi and
the transverse impact coordinate b?i obey the sum rulesPn

i=1 xi = 1 and
Pn

i=1 b?i = 0.

The form factor in light-front quantization has an exact
representation in terms of a single particle density [22, 24]

F (q2) =

Z 1

0
dx ⇢(x,q?), (A4)

where ⇢(x,q?) is given by

⇢(x,q?) =
X

n

n�1Y

j=1

Z
dxj

Z
d
2b?j �

⇣
1� x�

n�1X

j=1

xj

⌘

exp
⇣
iq? ·

n�1X

j=1

xjb?j

⌘
| n(xj ,b?j)|2 . (A5)

The integration in (A5) is over the coordinates of the
n� 1 spectator partons, and x = xn is the coordinate of
the active charged quark.

We can also write the form factor (A4) in terms
of a single-particle transverse distribution ⇢(x,a?) in
transverse-impact space [22]

F (q2) =

Z 1

0
dx

Z
d
2a?e

ia?·q?q(x,a?), (A6)

P
i xi = 1

1

~a? ⌘
Pn�1

j=1 xj
~b?j

1

3

down or absorbed with greater probability as compared
with a pion projectile with a smaller transverse impact
area for the same Q

2. The particle with a larger num-
ber of constituents will thus require a larger Q2 to have
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will be higher when compared with the fewer components
projectile.

To illustrate this point consider for example an experi-
ment that measures CT for the deuteron in eA ! De

0
X,

where the deuteron is produced isolated with large trans-
verse momentum q opposite to the electron. As a result
of the LF cluster decomposition, the deuteron wave func-
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Therefore CT for eA ! De
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X should occur at a Q
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four times higher than CT in eA ! pe
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We expect a similar e↵ect in comparing the relative CT
of nucleons with pions where the detailed dependence on
the individual constituents in the LFWF is essential. The
integrand of (A5) is in fact a function of q?·xjb?j where
the transverse coordinate b?j in impact space is the vari-
able conjugate to the LF relative transverse momentum
of particle j and xj represents its longitudinal momentum
fraction. The index j is summed over the n � 1 specta-
tors: It corresponds to a change of transverse momentum
xjq? for each spectator particle and this dependence is
crucial to study the relative CT of di↵erent hadrons.
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structure of the scattering amplitude. For large values
of the momentum transfer t = �Q

2 it leads to

ha2?(Q2)i⌧ ! 4(⌧ � 1)

Q2
. (10)

In contrast with the dependence of the transverse impact
area as a function of x (4), the behavior in Q

2 depends on
twist and the Regge intercept ↵(0) of the vector meson
coupling with the quark current in the hadron.

FIG. 2. The transverse impact area as a function of Q2
and

the number of constituents ⌧ implies a significant delay in the

onset of color transparency at intermediate energies for ⌧ > 2.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As we show in Fig. 2 the gap in the transverse impact
area for di↵erent twist is more significative at intermedi-
ate energies and for low twist values, particularly between
twist two and three. For example, the e↵ective transverse
impact surface for twist two at 8 GeV2 is similar to that
of twist 3 at 20 GeV2; or the impact surface at 4 GeV2

for twist 2 is similar to that of twist 4 also at 20 GeV2,
thus implying an important delay in the CT onset at in-
termediate energies in terms of the quark constituents.
For the proton this is particularly relevant since it con-
tains twist-3 but also twist-4 in its LFWF to generate
its anomalous magnetic moment, thus requiring a larger
onset in CT as measured in [6].
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Appendix A: Form factors and parton distributions
in light-front QCD

The light-front formalism provides an exact repre-
sentation of current matrix elements in terms of the
overlap of frame-independent light-front wave functions
in a light-front Fock basis expansion with components
 n(xi,k?i,�i), where the internal partonic coordinates,
the longitudinal momentum fraction xi and the trans-
verse momentum k?i, obey the momentum conservation
sum rules

Pn
i=1 xi = 1, and

Pn
i=1 k?i = 0. The LFWFs

also depend on �i, the projection of the constituent’s spin
along the z direction.

In terms of overlap of LFWFs in momentum space the
electromagnetic form factor is given by the Drell-Yan-
West (DYW) expression [27, 30]

F (q2) =
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?i,�i) n(xi,k?i,�i), (A1)

where the variables of the light-front Fock components
in the final state are given by k0

?i = k?i + (1 � xi)q?
for a struck constituent quark and k0

?i = k?i �xi q? for
each spectator. The formula is exact if the sum is over
all Fock states n.

The DYW expression for the form factor can be writ-
ten in impact space by Fourier transforming (A1) in mo-
mentum space to impact transverse space [22]. This is
a convenient form to obtain the impact dependent rep-
resentation of GPDs [23], but also for the holographic
mapping of AdS results, since the form factor can be ex-
pressed in terms of the product of light-front wave func-
tions with identical variables. To this purpose, we express
(A1) in terms of n�1 independent transverse impact vari-
ables b?j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n � 1, conjugate to the relative
transverse momentum coordinate k?i, and label by n the
active charged parton which interacts with the current.
Using the Fourier expansion

 n(xj ,k?j) =

(4⇡)(n�1)/2
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Z
d
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we find [22, 24]
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(A3)

corresponding to a change of transverse momentum xjq?
for each of the n � 1 spectators. The internal parton
variables, the longitudinal momentum fraction xi and
the transverse impact coordinate b?i obey the sum rulesPn

i=1 xi = 1 and
Pn

i=1 b?i = 0.

The form factor in light-front quantization has an exact
representation in terms of a single particle density [22, 24]
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Z 1

0
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where ⇢(x,q?) is given by
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The integration in (A5) is over the coordinates of the
n� 1 spectator partons, and x = xn is the coordinate of
the active charged quark.

We can also write the form factor (A4) in terms
of a single-particle transverse distribution ⇢(x,a?) in
transverse-impact space [22]

F (q2) =

Z 1

0
dx

Z
d
2a?e

ia?·q?q(x,a?), (A6)
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The integration in (A5) is over the coordinates of the
n� 1 spectator partons, and x = xn is the coordinate of
the active charged quark.
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where a? =
Pn�1

j=1 xjb?j is the x-weighted transverse
position coordinate of the n � 1 spectators. From (A5)
we obtain the corresponding transverse density
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The procedure is valid for any Fock state n, and thus the
results can be summed over n to obtain an exact repre-
sentation of the impact parameter dependent parton dis-
tribution introduced in Ref. [23], which gives the proba-
bility to find a quark with longitudinal light front momen-
tum fraction x at a transverse distance a? [25]. Using
(A4) and (A7) we can also compute the charge distribu-
tion of a hadron in the light-front transverse plane [31]

⇢(a?) =

Z
d
2q

(2⇡)2
e
�ia?·q?F (q2)

=

Z 1

0
dx q(x,a?). (A8)
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Appendix A: Form factors and parton distributions
in light-front QCD

The light-front formalism provides an exact repre-
sentation of current matrix elements in terms of the
overlap of frame-independent light-front wave functions
in a light-front Fock basis expansion with components
 n(xi,k?i,�i), where the internal partonic coordinates,
the longitudinal momentum fraction xi and the trans-
verse momentum k?i, obey the momentum conservation
sum rules

Pn
i=1 xi = 1, and

Pn
i=1 k?i = 0. The LFWFs

also depend on �i, the projection of the constituent’s spin
along the z direction.

In terms of overlap of LFWFs in momentum space the
electromagnetic form factor is given by the Drell-Yan-
West (DYW) expression [27, 30]

F (q2) =

X

n

nY

i=1

Z
dxi

Z
d
2k?i

2(2⇡)3
16⇡3

�

⇣
1�

nX

j=1

xj

⌘
�
(2)
⇣ nX

j=1

k?j

⌘

X

j

ej 
⇤
n(xi,k

0
?i,�i) n(xi,k?i,�i), (A1)

where the variables of the light-front Fock components
in the final state are given by k0

?i = k?i + (1 � xi)q?
for a struck constituent quark and k0

?i = k?i �xi q? for
each spectator. The formula is exact if the sum is over
all Fock states n.

The DYW expression for the form factor can be writ-
ten in impact space by Fourier transforming (A1) in mo-
mentum space to impact transverse space [22]. This is
a convenient form to obtain the impact dependent rep-
resentation of GPDs [23], but also for the holographic
mapping of AdS results, since the form factor can be ex-
pressed in terms of the product of light-front wave func-
tions with identical variables. To this purpose, we express
(A1) in terms of n�1 independent transverse impact vari-
ables b?j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n � 1, conjugate to the relative
transverse momentum coordinate k?i, and label by n the
active charged parton which interacts with the current.
Using the Fourier expansion

 n(xj ,k?j) =

(4⇡)(n�1)/2
n�1Y

j=1

Z
d
2b?j exp

⇣
i

n�1X

k=1

b?k · k?k

⌘
 n(xj ,b?j),

(A2)

we find [22, 24]

F (q2) =

X

n

n�1Y

j=1

Z
dxj

Z
d
2b?j exp

⇣
iq? ·

n�1X

j=1

xjb?j

⌘
| n(xj ,b?j)|2 ,

(A3)

corresponding to a change of transverse momentum xjq?
for each of the n � 1 spectators. The internal parton
variables, the longitudinal momentum fraction xi and
the transverse impact coordinate b?i obey the sum rulesPn

i=1 xi = 1 and
Pn

i=1 b?i = 0.

The form factor in light-front quantization has an exact
representation in terms of a single particle density [22, 24]

F (q2) =

Z 1

0
dx ⇢(x,q?), (A4)

where ⇢(x,q?) is given by

⇢(x,q?) =
X

n

n�1Y

j=1

Z
dxj

Z
d
2b?j �

⇣
1� x�

n�1X

j=1

xj

⌘

exp
⇣
iq? ·

n�1X

j=1

xjb?j

⌘
| n(xj ,b?j)|2 . (A5)

The integration in (A5) is over the coordinates of the
n� 1 spectator partons, and x = xn is the coordinate of
the active charged quark.

We can also write the form factor (A4) in terms
of a single-particle transverse distribution ⇢(x,a?) in
transverse-impact space [22]

F (q2) =

Z 1

0
dx

Z
d
2a?e

ia?·q?q(x,a?), (A6)

Drell-Yan-West Formula in Impact Space
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for a struck constituent quark and k0
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all Fock states n.

The DYW expression for the form factor can be writ-
ten in impact space by Fourier transforming (A1) in mo-
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a convenient form to obtain the impact dependent rep-
resentation of GPDs [23], but also for the holographic
mapping of AdS results, since the form factor can be ex-
pressed in terms of the product of light-front wave func-
tions with identical variables. To this purpose, we express
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corresponding to a change of transverse momentum xjq?
for each of the n � 1 spectators. The internal parton
variables, the longitudinal momentum fraction xi and
the transverse impact coordinate b?i obey the sum rulesPn

i=1 xi = 1 and
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The form factor in light-front quantization has an exact
representation in terms of a single particle density [22, 24]
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Z 1
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The integration in (A5) is over the coordinates of the
n� 1 spectator partons, and x = xn is the coordinate of
the active charged quark.

We can also write the form factor (A4) in terms
of a single-particle transverse distribution ⇢(x,a?) in
transverse-impact space [22]

F (q2) =

Z 1

0
dx

Z
d
2a?e

ia?·q?q(x,a?), (A6)

~a2?(Q
2) = �4

d
dQ2 F (Q2)

F (Q2)

1

3

down or absorbed with greater probability as compared
with a pion projectile with a smaller transverse impact
area for the same Q

2. The particle with a larger num-
ber of constituents will thus require a larger Q2 to have
the same transparency: the onset of color transparency
will be higher when compared with the fewer components
projectile.

To illustrate this point consider for example an experi-
ment that measures CT for the deuteron in eA ! De

0
X,

where the deuteron is produced isolated with large trans-
verse momentum q opposite to the electron. As a result
of the LF cluster decomposition, the deuteron wave func-
tion factorizes into two distinct nucleon wave functions
convoluted with a two-body reduced form factor fR [29],
FD

�
Q

2
�

= fR

�
Q

2
�
Fp

�
1
4Q

2
�
Fn

�
1
4Q

2
�
, where fR(Q2)

is computed from the overlap of the reduced two-body
light-front wave functions (LFWFs): Q

2
fR(Q2) ' const

at large Q
2. The nucleon form factors FN are evalu-

ated at Q2
/4, since both nucleons share the momentum

transferred to the bound state by the incoming probe.
Therefore CT for eA ! De

0
X should occur at a Q

2 scale
four times higher than CT in eA ! pe

0
X.

We expect a similar e↵ect in comparing the relative CT
of nucleons with pions where the detailed dependence on
the individual constituents in the LFWF is essential. The
integrand of (A5) is in fact a function of q?·xjb?j where
the transverse coordinate b?j in impact space is the vari-
able conjugate to the LF relative transverse momentum
of particle j and xj represents its longitudinal momentum
fraction. The index j is summed over the n � 1 specta-
tors: It corresponds to a change of transverse momentum
xjq? for each spectator particle and this dependence is
crucial to study the relative CT of di↵erent hadrons.

The spatial transverse-size dependence of the impact-
parameter on the momentum transfer t = �Q

2 is com-
puted from the expectation value of the profile function
f(x) = ha2?(x)i/4

ha2?(t)i⌧ =

R
dx 4f(x)⇢⌧ (x, t)R

dx⇢⌧ (x, t)

= 4F⌧ (t)
�1 d

dt
F⌧ (t)

=
1

�
[ (⌧ � ↵(t))�  (1� ↵(t)] , (8)

where the distribution ⇢⌧ (x, t) = q⌧ (x) exp [tf(x)].
The result (10) follows directly from the expression
of the form factor (5) since B(u, v)�1

@vB(u, v) =
( (v)�  (u+ v)), with  (z) the digamma function
 (z) = �(z)�1 d

dz�(z).
For integer twist ⌧ = N we can use the recurrence

relation for the digamma function  (z + 1) �  (z) = 1
z

to obtain

ha2?(t)i⌧ =
1

�

⌧�1X

j=1

1

j � ↵(t)
, (9)

an expression reminiscent of the classical Regge pole

structure of the scattering amplitude. For large values
of the momentum transfer t = �Q

2 it leads to

ha2?(Q2)i⌧ ! 4(⌧ � 1)

Q2
. (10)

In contrast with the dependence of the transverse impact
area as a function of x (4), the behavior in Q

2 depends on
twist and the Regge intercept ↵(0) of the vector meson
coupling with the quark current in the hadron.

FIG. 2. The transverse impact area as a function of Q2
and

the number of constituents ⌧ implies a significant delay in the

onset of color transparency at intermediate energies for ⌧ > 2.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As we show in Fig. 2 the gap in the transverse impact
area for di↵erent twist is more significative at intermedi-
ate energies and for low twist values, particularly between
twist two and three. For example, the e↵ective transverse
impact surface for twist two at 8 GeV2 is similar to that
of twist 3 at 20 GeV2; or the impact surface at 4 GeV2

for twist 2 is similar to that of twist 4 also at 20 GeV2,
thus implying an important delay in the CT onset at in-
termediate energies in terms of the quark constituents.
For the proton this is particularly relevant since it con-
tains twist-3 but also twist-4 in its LFWF to generate
its anomalous magnetic moment, thus requiring a larger
onset in CT as measured in [6].
. . .

V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

. . .

Transverse size depends on internal dynamics

Transparency controlled by transverse size
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GPDs and LFWFs [52,55]. Shifting the FF poles to their
physical location [56] does not modify the exclusive
counting rules, but modifies the slope and intercept of
the Regge trajectory, and hence the analytic structure of the
GPDs that incorporates the Regge behavior. As a result, the
x dependence of PDFs and LFWFs is modified.
Furthermore, the GPDs are defined in the present context
up to a universal reparametrization function; therefore,
imposing further physically motivated constraints is
necessary.
Generalized parton distributions in LFHQCD.—In

LFHQCD, the FF for arbitrary twist τ is expressed in
terms of Gamma functions [28,52], an expression that can
be recast in terms of the Euler Beta function Bðu; vÞ as [29]

FτðtÞ ¼
1

Nτ
B
!
τ − 1;

1

2
−

t
4λ

"
; ð1Þ

where

Bðu; vÞ ¼
Z

1

0
dyyu−1ð1 − yÞv−1; ð2Þ

and Bðu; vÞ ¼ Bðv; uÞ ¼ ½ΓðuÞΓðvÞ=Γðuþ vÞ& with Nτ ¼ffiffiffi
π

p
½Γðτ − 1Þ=Γðτ − 1

2Þ&. For fixed u and large v, we have
Bðu; vÞ ∼ ΓðuÞv−u: we thus recover, for large Q2 ¼ −t, the
hard scattering scaling behavior [53,54]

FτðQ2Þ ∼
!

1

Q2

"
τ−1

: ð3Þ

In contrast with the GPD twist that is determined by the
quark-quark correlator, twist τ in (1) and (3) refers to
the number of constituents in a given Fock component in
the Fock expansion of the hadron state. It controls the short
distance behavior of the hadronic state and thus the power-
law asymptotic behavior (3).
For integer τ Eq. (1) generates the pole structure [52]

FτðQ2Þ ¼ 1

ð1þ Q2

M2
0

Þð1þ Q2

M2
1

Þ ' ' ' ð1þ Q2

M2
τ−2
Þ
; ð4Þ

with M2
n ¼ 4λðnþ 1

2Þ; n ¼ 0; 1; 2;…; τ − 2, corresponding
to the ρ vector meson and its radial excitations [28]. Notice
that the Beta function in (1) can be rewritten as B(τ − 1;
1 − αðtÞ) with Regge trajectory

αðtÞ ¼ t
4λ

þ 1

2
; ð5Þ

slope α0 ¼ 1=4λ and intercept αð0Þ ¼ 1
2. This is just the ρ

trajectory emerging from LFHQCD. The value of the
universal scale λ is fixed from the ρ mass:

ffiffiffi
λ

p
¼ κ ¼

mρ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
¼ 0.548 GeV [28,57].

Notice that the form factor (1) can be expressed as a
Veneziano amplitude [58] B(1 − αðsÞ; 1 − αðtÞ), where the
s-channel dependence is replaced by a fixed pole,
1 − αðsÞ → τ − 1, allowed by unitarity constraints, since
no resonances are formed in the s channel [59–61]
It will be useful to rewrite (1) using the reparametrization

invariance of the Euler Beta function (2) and thus transform
the integral representation of the form factor (1) into the
invariant form

FτðtÞ ¼
1

Nτ

Z
1

0
dxw0ðxÞwðxÞ−t=4λ−1

2½1 − wðxÞ&τ−2; ð6Þ

if wðxÞ is a monotonically increasing function with fixed
values at the integration limits given by the constraints

wð0Þ ¼ 0; wð1Þ ¼ 1; w0ðxÞ ≥ 0; ð7Þ

with x ∈ ½0; 1&. Any function wðxÞ that satisfies the con-
straints (7) will give the same result for the form factor.
Writing the flavor FF in terms of the valence GPD

FqðtÞ ¼
R
1
0 dxH

q
vðx; tÞ at zero skewness, Hqðx; tÞ≡

Hqðx; ξ ¼ 0; tÞ, we obtain

Hqðx; tÞ ¼ 1

Nτ
½1 − wðxÞ&τ−2wðxÞ−1

2w0ðxÞeðt=4λÞ log½1=wðxÞ&

¼ qτðxÞ exp½tfðxÞ&; ð8Þ

where the PDF qτðxÞ and the profile function fðxÞ

qτðxÞ ¼
1

Nτ
½1 − wðxÞ&τ−2wðxÞ−1

2w0ðxÞ; ð9Þ

fðxÞ ¼ 1

4λ
log

!
1

wðxÞ

"
; ð10Þ

are expressed in terms of the function wðxÞ fulfilling
conditions (7).
If, for x ∼ 0, wðxÞ behaves as wðxÞ ∼ x, we find the

t dependence

Hq
vðx; tÞ ∼ x−t=4λqvðxÞ; ð11Þ

which is the Regge theory motivated ansatz for small x
given in Ref. [62] for α0 ¼ 1=4λ.
To study the behavior of wðxÞ at large x, we perform a

Taylor expansion near x ¼ 1

wðxÞ ¼ 1 − ð1 − xÞw0ð1Þ þ 1

2
ð1 − xÞ2w00ð1Þ þ ' ' ' : ð12Þ

Upon substitution of (12) in (9), we find that the leading
term in the expansion, which behaves as ð1 − xÞτ−2,
vanishes if w0ð1Þ ¼ 0. Hence, setting
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GPDs and LFWFs [52,55]. Shifting the FF poles to their
physical location [56] does not modify the exclusive
counting rules, but modifies the slope and intercept of
the Regge trajectory, and hence the analytic structure of the
GPDs that incorporates the Regge behavior. As a result, the
x dependence of PDFs and LFWFs is modified.
Furthermore, the GPDs are defined in the present context
up to a universal reparametrization function; therefore,
imposing further physically motivated constraints is
necessary.
Generalized parton distributions in LFHQCD.—In

LFHQCD, the FF for arbitrary twist τ is expressed in
terms of Gamma functions [28,52], an expression that can
be recast in terms of the Euler Beta function Bðu; vÞ as [29]
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In contrast with the GPD twist that is determined by the
quark-quark correlator, twist τ in (1) and (3) refers to
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Notice that the form factor (1) can be expressed as a
Veneziano amplitude [58] B(1 − αðsÞ; 1 − αðtÞ), where the
s-channel dependence is replaced by a fixed pole,
1 − αðsÞ → τ − 1, allowed by unitarity constraints, since
no resonances are formed in the s channel [59–61]
It will be useful to rewrite (1) using the reparametrization
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if wðxÞ is a monotonically increasing function with fixed
values at the integration limits given by the constraints

wð0Þ ¼ 0; wð1Þ ¼ 1; w0ðxÞ ≥ 0; ð7Þ

with x ∈ ½0; 1&. Any function wðxÞ that satisfies the con-
straints (7) will give the same result for the form factor.
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are expressed in terms of the function wðxÞ fulfilling
conditions (7).
If, for x ∼ 0, wðxÞ behaves as wðxÞ ∼ x, we find the

t dependence
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vðx; tÞ ∼ x−t=4λqvðxÞ; ð11Þ

which is the Regge theory motivated ansatz for small x
given in Ref. [62] for α0 ¼ 1=4λ.
To study the behavior of wðxÞ at large x, we perform a
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Upon substitution of (12) in (9), we find that the leading
term in the expansion, which behaves as ð1 − xÞτ−2,
vanishes if w0ð1Þ ¼ 0. Hence, setting

w0ð1Þ ¼ 0 and w00ð1Þ ≠ 0; ð13Þ
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FqðtÞ ¼
R
1
0 dxH

q
vðx; tÞ at zero skewness, Hqðx; tÞ≡

Hqðx; ξ ¼ 0; tÞ, we obtain

Hqðx; tÞ ¼ 1

Nτ
½1 − wðxÞ&τ−2wðxÞ−1

2w0ðxÞeðt=4λÞ log½1=wðxÞ&

¼ qτðxÞ exp½tfðxÞ&; ð8Þ

where the PDF qτðxÞ and the profile function fðxÞ

qτðxÞ ¼
1

Nτ
½1 − wðxÞ&τ−2wðxÞ−1

2w0ðxÞ; ð9Þ

fðxÞ ¼ 1

4λ
log

!
1

wðxÞ

"
; ð10Þ

are expressed in terms of the function wðxÞ fulfilling
conditions (7).
If, for x ∼ 0, wðxÞ behaves as wðxÞ ∼ x, we find the

t dependence

Hq
vðx; tÞ ∼ x−t=4λqvðxÞ; ð11Þ

which is the Regge theory motivated ansatz for small x
given in Ref. [62] for α0 ¼ 1=4λ.
To study the behavior of wðxÞ at large x, we perform a

Taylor expansion near x ¼ 1

wðxÞ ¼ 1 − ð1 − xÞw0ð1Þ þ 1

2
ð1 − xÞ2w00ð1Þ þ ' ' ' : ð12Þ

Upon substitution of (12) in (9), we find that the leading
term in the expansion, which behaves as ð1 − xÞτ−2,
vanishes if w0ð1Þ ¼ 0. Hence, setting

w0ð1Þ ¼ 0 and w00ð1Þ ≠ 0; ð13Þ
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At large light-front momentum fraction x, and equivalently at large values of Q2, the transverse size of a 
hadron behaves as a point-like color-singlet object. This behavior is the origin of color transparency in 
nuclei. 

Although the dependence of the transverse impact area as a function of x is universal, the behavior in Q2 

depends on properties of the hadron, such as its twist. 

2

representation (Appendix A)

F (q2) =

Z 1

0
dx

Z
d
2a?e

ia?·q?q(x,a?), (2)

where the light-front transverse-impact distribution
q(x,a?) is the Fourier transform of the distribution
⇢(x, t) ⌘ q(x) exp [tf(x)] [22–25]

q(x,a?) =

Z
d
2q?

(2⇡)2
e
�ia?·q?⇢ (x,q?)

=
1

4⇡
exp

✓
� a2?
4f(x)

◆
q(x)

f(x)
. (3)

The spatial transverse-size dependence of the impact-
parameter on the longitudinal momentum fraction x is

ha2?(x)i =
R
d
2a?a2?q(x,a?)R
d2a?q(x,a?)

= �H
�
x,�Q

2
��1 r2

QH
�
x,�Q

2
� ���

Q2=0

= 4f(x), (4)

thus uniquely determined by the hadron’s profile func-
tion. At large momentum transfer �t = Q

2 the main
support of the integral in (1) comes from the regime
f(x) ⇠ 1/Q2, and one finds the expected dimensional
result for the scaling behavior of the impact transverse
size [1], namely ha2?(Q2)i ⇠ 1

Q2 .

In LF holographic QCD the form factor is expressed
in terms of Euler’s Beta function B(u, v) = B(v, u) =
�(u)�(v)
�(u+v) . It has the reparametrization invariant integral

representation [17]

F (t)⌧ =
1

N⌧
B (1� ⌧, 1� ↵(t))

=
1

N⌧

Z 1

0
dxw

0(x)w(x)�↵(t) [1� w(x)]⌧�2
, (5)

where ↵(t) = ↵(0) + ↵
0
t is the Regge trajectory of the

vector meson which couples to the quark current in the
hadron and N⌧ is a normalization factor. The trajectory
↵(t) can be computed within the superconformal light-
front holographic framework and its intercept ↵(0) incor-
porates the quark masses [12, 13, 26]. The function w(x)
is a flavor independent function with w(0) = 0, w(1) = 1
and w

0(x) � 0. The profile function f(x) and the PDF
q⌧ (x) are determined by w(x)

f(x) =
1

4�
log

⇣ 1

w(x)

⌘
, (6)

q⌧ (x) =
1

N⌧
w

0(x)w(x)�↵(0)[1� w(x)]⌧�2
, (7)

with ↵
0 = 1/4�. Boundary conditions at x ! 0 fol-

low from the Regge behavior, w(x) ⇠ x, and at x ! 1
from the inclusive-exclusive counting rules [27], q⌧ (x) ⇠

(1 � x)2⌧�3, which fix w
0(1) = 0. These physical condi-

tions, together with the constraints written above, basi-
cally determine the form of w(x).

FIG. 1. Transverse-impact dependence of a hadron on the

longitudinal momentum fraction x. At large x, equivalently
at large values of Q2

, the hadron behaves as a pointlike ob-

ject. This behavior is attributed to be at the origin of color

transparency in nuclei.

We show in Fig. 1 the transverse-impact dependence
on the longitudinal momentum fraction x. This behav-
ior is universal and depends only on the profile function
f(x) (6) which, in LF holographic QCD, is determined
by the hadron mass scale �, a flavor independent con-
stant in the light sector, and the longitudinal function
w(x) which is also flavor independent [12]. It is also in-
dependent of the number of components of a hadron and
of the nature of the lepton current which scatters o↵ the
hadron. At large x, equivalently at large values of Q2, the
hadron converges to its pointlike configuration (PLC) as
expected in a very high momentum transfer reaction. We
use the specific form of w(x) given in Refs. [17, 18] where
the value of the mass scale  ⌘

p
� = 0.523± 0.024 GeV

is determined from the di↵erent light hadron channels,
including all radial and orbital excitations [28].

III. ONSET OF COLOR TRANSPARENCY

We have shown above that the transverse-impact de-
pendence on the longitudinal momentum fraction x is
universal, however the relative transparency is not. In
fact, one expects form general considerations that the
initial formation of a PLC for a bound state with a large
number of constituents –the deuteron for example, with
a larger phase space, has a lower probability to fluctuate
to a small configuration as compared with a two-particle
bound state, say the pion. Consequently, it would present
to the nuclear environment a larger transverse impact
area as it travels across the nucleon and will be slowed

3

down or absorbed with greater probability as compared
with a pion projectile with a smaller transverse impact
area for the same Q

2. The particle with a larger num-
ber of constituents will thus require a larger Q2 to have
the same transparency: the onset of color transparency
will be higher when compared with the fewer components
projectile.

To illustrate this point consider for example an experi-
ment that measures CT for the deuteron in eA ! De

0
X,

where the deuteron is produced isolated with large trans-
verse momentum q opposite to the electron. As a result
of the LF cluster decomposition, the deuteron wave func-
tion factorizes into two distinct nucleon wave functions
convoluted with a two-body reduced form factor fR [29],
FD

�
Q

2
�

= fR

�
Q

2
�
Fp

�
1
4Q

2
�
Fn

�
1
4Q

2
�
, where fR(Q2)

is computed from the overlap of the reduced two-body
light-front wave functions (LFWFs): Q

2
fR(Q2) ' const

at large Q
2. The nucleon form factors FN are evalu-

ated at Q2
/4, since both nucleons share the momentum

transferred to the bound state by the incoming probe.
Therefore CT for eA ! De

0
X should occur at a Q

2 scale
four times higher than CT in eA ! pe

0
X.

We expect a similar e↵ect in comparing the relative CT
of nucleons with pions where the detailed dependence on
the individual constituents in the LFWF is essential. The
integrand of (A5) is in fact a function of q?·xjb?j where
the transverse coordinate b?j in impact space is the vari-
able conjugate to the LF relative transverse momentum
of particle j and xj represents its longitudinal momentum
fraction. The index j is summed over the n � 1 specta-
tors: It corresponds to a change of transverse momentum
xjq? for each spectator particle and this dependence is
crucial to study the relative CT of di↵erent hadrons.

The spatial transverse-size dependence of the impact-
parameter on the momentum transfer t = �Q

2 is com-
puted from the expectation value of the profile function
f(x) = ha2?(x)i/4

ha2?(t)i⌧ =

R
dx 4f(x)⇢⌧ (x, t)R

dx⇢⌧ (x, t)

= 4F⌧ (t)
�1 d

dt
F⌧ (t)

=
1

�
[ (⌧ � ↵(t))�  (1� ↵(t)] , (8)

where the distribution ⇢⌧ (x, t) = q⌧ (x) exp [tf(x)].
The result (10) follows directly from the expression
of the form factor (5) since B(u, v)�1

@vB(u, v) =
( (v)�  (u+ v)), with  (z) the digamma function
 (z) = �(z)�1 d

dz�(z).
For integer twist ⌧ = N we can use the recurrence

relation for the digamma function  (z + 1) �  (z) = 1
z

to obtain

ha2?(t)i⌧ =
1

�

⌧�1X

j=1

1

j � ↵(t)
, (9)

an expression reminiscent of the classical Regge pole

structure of the scattering amplitude. For large values
of the momentum transfer t = �Q

2 it leads to

ha2?(Q2)i⌧ ! 4(⌧ � 1)

Q2
. (10)

In contrast with the dependence of the transverse impact
area as a function of x (4), the behavior in Q

2 depends on
twist and the Regge intercept ↵(0) of the vector meson
coupling with the quark current in the hadron.

FIG. 2. The transverse impact area as a function of Q2
and

the number of constituents ⌧ implies a significant delay in the

onset of color transparency at intermediate energies for ⌧ > 2.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As we show in Fig. 2 the gap in the transverse impact
area for di↵erent twist is more significative at intermedi-
ate energies and for low twist values, particularly between
twist two and three. For example, the e↵ective transverse
impact surface for twist two at 8 GeV2 is similar to that
of twist 3 at 20 GeV2; or the impact surface at 4 GeV2

for twist 2 is similar to that of twist 4 also at 20 GeV2,
thus implying an important delay in the CT onset at in-
termediate energies in terms of the quark constituents.
For the proton this is particularly relevant since it con-
tains twist-3 but also twist-4 in its LFWF to generate
its anomalous magnetic moment, thus requiring a larger
onset in CT as measured in [6].
. . .
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down or absorbed with greater probability as compared
with a pion projectile with a smaller transverse impact
area for the same Q

2. The particle with a larger num-
ber of constituents will thus require a larger Q2 to have
the same transparency: the onset of color transparency
will be higher when compared with the fewer components
projectile.

To illustrate this point consider for example an experi-
ment that measures CT for the deuteron in eA ! De
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X,

where the deuteron is produced isolated with large trans-
verse momentum q opposite to the electron. As a result
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the individual constituents in the LFWF is essential. The
integrand of (A5) is in fact a function of q?·xjb?j where
the transverse coordinate b?j in impact space is the vari-
able conjugate to the LF relative transverse momentum
of particle j and xj represents its longitudinal momentum
fraction. The index j is summed over the n � 1 specta-
tors: It corresponds to a change of transverse momentum
xjq? for each spectator particle and this dependence is
crucial to study the relative CT of di↵erent hadrons.

The spatial transverse-size dependence of the impact-
parameter on the momentum transfer t = �Q

2 is com-
puted from the expectation value of the profile function
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The result (10) follows directly from the expression
of the form factor (5) since B(u, v)�1
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In contrast with the dependence of the transverse impact
area as a function of x (4), the behavior in Q

2 depends on
twist and the Regge intercept ↵(0) of the vector meson
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the number of constituents ⌧ implies a significant delay in the

onset of color transparency at intermediate energies for ⌧ > 2.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As we show in Fig. 2 the gap in the transverse impact
area for di↵erent twist is more significative at intermedi-
ate energies and for low twist values, particularly between
twist two and three. For example, the e↵ective transverse
impact surface for twist two at 8 GeV2 is similar to that
of twist 3 at 20 GeV2; or the impact surface at 4 GeV2

for twist 2 is similar to that of twist 4 also at 20 GeV2,
thus implying an important delay in the CT onset at in-
termediate energies in terms of the quark constituents.
For the proton this is particularly relevant since it con-
tains twist-3 but also twist-4 in its LFWF to generate
its anomalous magnetic moment, thus requiring a larger
onset in CT as measured in [6].
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Two-Stage Color Transparency



Two-Stage Color Transparency

If Q2 is in the intermediate range, then the twist-3 state will propagate 
through the nuclear medium with minimal absorption, and the protons 
which survive nuclear absorption will only have L = 0 (twist-3). 
The twist-4 L = 1 state which has a larger transverse size will be absorbed. 

Thus 50% of the events in this range of Q2 will have full color transparency 
and 50% of the events will have zero color transparency (T = 0). 
\The ep → eʹpʹ cross section will have the same angular and Q2 dependence as 
scattering of the electron on an unphysical proton which has no Pauli form factor. 

14 GeV 2 < Q2 < 20 GeV 2

Q2 > 20 GeV 2

1

However, if the momentum transfer is increased to Q2 > 20 GeV2, all events will have full 
color transparency, and the ep → eʹpʹ cross section will have the same angular and Q2 

dependence as scattering of the electron on a physical proton eigenstate, with both Dirac and 
Pauli form factor components. 

14 GeV 2 < Q2 < 20 GeV 2

Q2 > 20 GeV 2

1



Color transparency fundamental prediction of QCD

5

CT onset
1.0

TA

Q0
2 Q2➝

Complete transparency

Glauber

• Not predicted by strongly interacting 
hadronic picture → arises in picture of 
quark-gluon interactions

• QCD: color field of singlet objects vanishes 
as size is reduced

• Signature is a rise in nuclear transparency, 
TA, as a function of the momentum 
transfer, Q2

!" =
$"
% $& (free nucleon 

cross section)

(nuclear cross section)

e

e'

p p'

JLab Seminar 2019

e+A ! e0 + p+X

1

Q2 !

1

14 GeV 2 < Q2 < 20 GeV 2

Q2 > 20 GeV 2

1

Two-Stage Color Transparency for ProtonHolly Suzmila-Vance

Dirac Domain

A.H. Mueller, sjb



Previous Measurements: Mesons

11

Hall C E01-107 pion electro-production
CLAS E02-110 rho electro-production

A(e,e’!+)
A(e,e’ρ0)

Enhancements consistent with CT (increasing with Q2 and A) observed

JLab Seminar 2019

< a2?(Q
2 = 4 GeV 2) >⌧=2'< a2?(Q

2 = 14 GeV 2) >⌧=3'< a2?(Q
2 = 22 GeV 2) >⌧=4' 0.24 fm2

5% increase for T⇡ in 12C at Q2 = 4 GeV 2 implies 5% increase for Tp at Q2 = 18 GeV 2

1

< a2?(Q
2 = 4 GeV 2) >⌧=2'< a2?(Q

2 = 14 GeV 2) >⌧=3'< a2?(Q
2 = 22 GeV 2) >⌧=4' 0.24 fm2

5% increase for T⇡ in 12C at Q2 = 4 GeV 2 implies 5% increase for Tp at Q2 = 18 GeV 2
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Color Transparency and Light-Front Holography

• Essential prediction of QCD

• LF Holography: Spectroscopy, dynamics, structure

• Transverse size predicted by LF Holography as a function of Q

• Q scale for CT increases with twist, number of constituents

• Two-Stage Proton Transparency: Equal probability L=0,1

• No contradiction with present experiments

Q2
0(p) ' 18 GeV 2 vs. Q2

0(⇡) ' 4 GeV 2 for onset of color transparency in 12C

1



Novel QCD Effects in Hadrons and Nuclei    Stan BrodskyAPS-GHP Denver
Wednesday, 10 April 2019 

Novel Effects Derived from Light-Front 
Wavefunctions

• Color Transparency

• Intrinsic heavy quarks at high x

• Asymmetries 

• Spin correlations, counting rules at x to 1

• Diffractive deep inelastic scattering

• Nuclear Effects:  Hidden Color

s(x) 6= s̄(x), ū(x) 6= d̄(x)

ep ! epX

c(x), b(x)



• Color Confinement 

• Origin of the QCD Mass Scale 

• Meson and Baryon Spectroscopy 

• Exotic States: Tetraquarks, Pentaquarks, Gluonium, 

• Universal Regge Slopes: n, L, Mesons and Baryons 

• Almost Massless Pion: GMOR Chiral Symmetry Breaking

 

• QCD Coupling at all Scales   

• Eliminate Scale Uncertainties and Scheme Dependence 

3

Chiral symmetry breaking.–The chiral limit follows di-
rectly from (12) since all the coe�cients C vanish for
 6= 0 in this limit. From (12) we obtain

M2
⇡ = �(mu+md) +O

�
(mu+md)

2
�
, (14)

in the limit mu,md ! 0. It has the same linear depen-
dence in the quark mass as the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner
(GMOR) relation [43]

M2
⇡f

2
⇡ = �

1
2 (mu+md)hūu+d̄di+O

�
(mu+md)

2
�
, (15)

where the vacuum condensate h  i ⌘ 1
2 hūu + d̄di plays

the role of a chiral order parameter. The same linear de-
pendence in (14) arises for the (3 + 1) e↵ective LF Hamil-
tonian, since the constraints from the superconformal al-
gebra require that the contribution to the pion mass from
the transverse LF dynamics is identically zero [8].

The lowest mode eigenfunction in (11) has identi-
cal form as the approximate analytic solution obtained
in [21, 22], �(x) ⇠ x�1(1 � x)�2 , where the exponents
�i are determined by quark masses and the longitudinal
coupling g, which in QCD(1+1) has units of mass. In the
’t Hooft model [21] the longitudinal equation (4) becomes
the non-linear equation

 
m2

q

x
+

m2
q̄

1� x

!
�(x) +

g2NC

⇡
P

Z 1

0
dx0�(x)� �(x0)

(x� x0)2

= M2
k �(x), (16)

with ⇡m2
q/g

2NC�1+⇡�1 cot(⇡�1) = 0 from the x-power
expansion of (16) at x = ✏ and a similar expression from
the upper bound x = 1�✏. Spontaneous chiral symmetry
breaking occurs in the limit NC ! 1, followed by the
limit mq ! 0 with the result �i = (3m2

i /⇡g
2NC)1/2 from

the expansion of the transcendental equation above and

M2
⇡ = g

p
⇡NC/3 (mu +md) +O

�
(mu+md)

2
�
, (17)

from integrating (16) [21, 23]. Comparison with (14)
leads to � = g

p
⇡NC/3 = const, since g scales as

g ⇠ 1
p
NC and chiral logarithms are suppressed at

NC ! 1. We notice that both (14) and (17) receive
identical contributions from the potential and kinetic en-
ergy terms in agreement with the virial theorem.

Numerical results.–In practice, we need to know the
value of the scale � and the quark masses to compute
M2

k . In the heavy quark limit Eq. (10) coincides with the

heavy-quark e↵ective theory (HQET) result [44], which
requires that the confining scale is proportional to the
mass of the heavy meson:

p
�Q = C

p
MQ [13, 28]. The

value is C = 0.49± 0.02 GeV1/2 for MQ � 1.8 GeV [15],
namely � ' C2 = 0.24 GeV. We assume that this value
of the longitudinal confinement scale to remain constant,
a result supported by the large NC QCD(1 + 1) ’t Hooft
model discussed above. Thus, fixing C ' 0.5 GeV1/2

at all scales, we can determine the e↵ective light quark
masses mu and md from the measured pion mass and the
strange quark mass, ms, from the kaon mass using (12):
The value of the �(1020) mass is then a prediction. No-
tice that the �(1020) vector meson also has the transverse
mass component M? =

p
2� from the spin-spin interac-

tion in supersymmetric LF holographic QCD [9, 35] withp
� = 0.523 GeV.

TABLE I. Lowest expansion coe�cients C in (13).

 = 0  = 1  = 2  = 3  = 4  = 5  = 6
C(ud̄) 0.998 0 0.055 0 0.010 0 -0.003
C(us̄) 0.967 -0.231 0.100 -0.006 -0.009 0.013 -0.016
C(ss̄) 0.998 0 0.038 0 -0.045 0 -0.024
C(uc̄) 0.958 -0.267 0.097 -0.012 -0.003 0 -0.007
C(cc̄) 0.999 0 0.016 0 -0.020 0 -0.003

We show in Table I the values of the lowest expansion
coe�cients. The results for the light meson masses in
Fig. 1 correspond to the values mu = md = 28 MeV and
ms = 326 MeV. Meson masses are determined from the
stability plateau in Fig. 1. For light quark masses con-
tributions above max ' 20 introduce large uncertainties
from highly oscillatory integrands. In Fig. 2 we show the
e↵ect of the strong oscillations from the large  behavior
of the Jacobi Polynomials [46] by examining the variation
of the results for quark masses in the interval mq = 28
MeV to mq = 28⇥ 10�8 MeV.

FIG. 1. Numerical evaluation of ground state meson masses
from the stability plateau in the figure using (12). The hori-
zontal grey lines in the figure are the observed masses [45].

The distribution amplitude (DA) [47], X(x) ⌘p
x(1� x�(x), for the pion, kaon and J/ mesons are

shown in Fig. (3). Due to the rapid convergence of the
exponential wave function in the basis expansion (13),
very few modes are required to reproduce the invari-
ant mass ansatz. The DAs predicted by holographic LF
QCD at the initial nonperturbative scale should then

αs(Q2)

Light-Front Holography



HQED

Coupled Fock states

Effective two-particle equation

 Azimuthal  Basis

Confining AdS/QCD  
potential!  

HLF
QCD

(H0
LF + HI

LF )|� >= M2|� >

[
�k2
� + m2

x(1� x)
+ V LF

e� ] �LF (x,�k�) = M2 �LF (x,�k�)

�,⇥

Semiclassical first approximation to QCD  

U(⇣) = 4⇣2 + 22(L + S � 1)

Light-Front QCD

AdS/QCD:

�2 = x(1� x)b2
�

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

Sums an infinite # diagrams

LQCD

Eliminate higher Fock states              
and retarded interactions

⇥
� d2

d⇣2
+

1� 4L2

4⇣2
+ U(⇣)

⇤
 (⇣) =M2 (⇣)

mq = 0
Single variable Equation!

-
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•Soft-wall dilaton profile breaks 
conformal invariance

•Color Confinement in z

•Introduces confinement scale κ

•Uses AdS5 as template for conformal 
theory

e'(z) = e+2z2

Dilaton-Modified AdS

Exploring QCD, Cambridge, August 20-24, 2007 Page 9

Maldacena

https://indico.cern.ch/event/628450/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/628450/


⌅(x,�b⇤) = ⌅(⇥)

⇤(z)

⇥ =
�

(x(1� x)|b⇤|

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

�d⇥ np

⌅(x,�b⇤) = ⌅(⇥)

⇤(z)

⇥ =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇤

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

�d⇥ np

⌅(x,�b⇤) = ⌅(⇥)

⇤(z)

⇥ =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇤

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

�d⇥ np

x (1� x) �b⇥

⇤(x,�b⇥) = ⇤(�)

⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

x (1� x) �b⇥
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� =
�
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z
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⇥QCD
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⇥(z)

� =
�
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z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD
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⇥(z)

� =
�

x(1� x)�b2⇥

z

z�

z0 = 1
⇥QCD

LF(3+1)                AdS5

Light-Front Holography: Unique mapping derived from equality of LF 
and AdS  formula for EM and gravitational current matrix elements 

and identical equations of motion

⇤(x, �) =
�

x(1� x)��1/2⇥(�)

(µR)2 = L2 � (J � 2)2

P+ = P0 + Pz

Fixed ⌅ = t + z/c

xi = k+

P+ = k0+k3

P0+Pz

⇧(⇤, b�)

⇥ = d�s(Q2)
d lnQ2 < 0

u

Light-Front Holographic Dictionary

Is Antishadowing Non-Universal? -- Quark Specific?

de Tèramond, Dosch, sjb



Light-Front Holography  

AdS/QCD 
Soft-Wall  Model 

Conformal Symmetry 
of the action  

U(⇣) = 4⇣2 + 22(L + S � 1)

Exploring QCD, Cambridge, August 20-24, 2007 Page 9

Confinement scale:   

Light-Front Schrödinger Equation Unique 
Confinement Potential!

de Tèramond, Dosch, sjb

 ' 0.5 GeV

• de Alfaro, Fubini, Furlan: Scale can appear in Hamiltonian and EQM 
without affecting conformal invariance of action!• Fubini, Rabinovici: 

e'(z) = e+2z2

Single variable  ζ

⇥
� d2

d⇣2 � 1�4L2

4⇣2 + U(⇣)
⇤
 (⇣) = M2 (⇣)

�
� d2

d2�
+ V (�)

⇥
=M2⇥(�)

�
� d2

d�2 + V (�)
⇥
=M2⇥(�)

�2 = x(1� x)b2
⇥.

Jz = Sz
p =

⇤n
i=1 Sz

i +
⇤n�1

i=1 ⌥z
i = 1

2

each Fock State

Jz
p = Sz

q + Sz
g + Lz

q + Lz
g = 1

2

GeV units external to QCD: Only Ratios of Masses Determined
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Instituto de Ciencias Nucleares, UNAM, México DF, 2 December 2015
Page 14

Figure 1: Comparison of the light-front holographic prediction [1] M
2(n, L, S) =

4�(n+ L+ S/2) for the orbital L and radial n excitations of the meson spectrum with
experiment. See Ref. [2]

1 Introduction

A remarkable empirical feature of the hadronic spectrum is the near equality of the

slopes of meson and baryon Regge trajectories. The square of the masses of hadrons

composed of light quarks is linearly proportional not only to L, the orbital angular

momentum, but also to the principal quantum number n, the number of radial nodes in

the hadronic wavefunction as seen in Fig. 1. The Regge slopes in n and L are equal, as in

the meson formula M
2
M
(n, L, S) = 4�(n+L+S/2 from light front holographic QCD [1],

but even more surprising, they are observed to be equal for both the meson and baryon

trajectories, as shown in Fig. 2. The mean value for all of the slopes is  =
p
� = 0.523

GeV. See Fig. 3.

4

M2(n,L, S) = 42(n + L + S/2) Equal Slope in n and L



Prediction from AdS/QCD: Meson LFWF

�(x, k�)
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de T`eramond, 
Cao, sjb⇥M(x, Q0) ⇥

�
x(1� x)

⇤M(x, k2
⇤)

µR

µR = Q

µF = µR

Q/2 < µR < 2Q

µ�

massless quarks

Note coupling  

k2
�, x

Provides Connection of Confinement to Hadron Structure
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x(1� x)
e
� k2

⇥
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x
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p
x(1� x)

f⇡ =
p

Pqq̄

p
3

8
 = 92.4 MeV Same as DSE!

e'(z) = e+2z

C. D. Roberts et al.
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LFHQCD: Underlying Principles

• Poincarè Invariance: Independent of the observer’s Lorentz 
frame:  Quantization at Fixed Light-Front Time τ 

• Causality: Information within causal horizon:  Light-Front 

• Light-Front Holography: AdS5 = LF (3+1) 

• Introduce Mass Scale κ while retaining the Conformal 
Invariance of the Action (dAFF) 

• Unique Dilaton in AdS5:   

• Unique color-confining LF Potential 

• Superconformal Algebra:  Mass Degenerate 4-Plet:

U(⇣2) = 4⇣2

e+2z2

Meson qq̄ $ Baryon q[qq] $ Tetraquark [qq][q̄q̄]

z $ ⇣ where ⇣2 = b2?x(1� x)
Exploring QCD, Cambridge, August 20-24, 2007 Page 9



Superconformal Algebra
2X2 Hadronic Multiplets

&%
'$ue &%

'$e ee
�M , LB + 1  B+, LB

-R
†
�

&%
'$e ee
 B�, LB + 1

&%
'$e eu u
�T , LB

-R
†
�

Figure 1: The supersymmetric quadruplet {�M , B+, B�,�T }. Open circles represent
quarks, full circles antiquarks. The tetraquark has the same mass as its baryon partner in the
multiplet. Notice that the LF angular momentum of the negative-chirality component wave
function of a baryon  B� is one unit higher than that of the positive-chirality (leading-twist)
component  B+.

spinor wavefunction  B+ and  B�, plus two bosonic wave functions, namely the meson

�B and the tetraquark �T . These states can be arranged as a 2⇥ 2 matrix:

 
�M(LM = LB + 1)  B�(LB + 1)

 B+(LB) �T (LT = LB)

!
, (21)

on which the symmetry generators (1) and the Hamiltonian (17) operate 9.

According to this analysis, the lowest-lying light-quark tetraquark is a partner of

the b1(1235) and the nucleon; it has quantum numbers I, J
P = 0, 0+. The partners of

the a2(1320) and the �(1233) have the quantum numbers I = 0, JP = 1+. Candidates

for these states are the f0(980) and a1(1260), respectively.

2.4 Inclusion of quark masses and comparison with experiment

We have argued in [11] that the natural way to include light quark masses in the

hadron mass spectrum is to leave the LF potential unchanged as a first approximation

and add the additional term of the invariant mass �m
2 =

P
n

i=1
m

2
i

xi
to the LF kinetic

energy. The resulting LF wave function is then modified by the factor e
� 1

2��m
2
, thus

providing a relativistically invariant form for the hadronic wave functions. The e↵ect of

the nonzero quark masses for the squared hadron masses is then given by the expectation

value of �m
2 evaluated using the modified wave functions. This prescription leads to

9It is interesting to note that in Ref. [20] mesons, baryons and tetraquarks are also hadronic states
within the same multiplet.

12

Meson Baryon

Baryon

Bosons, Fermions with Equal Mass!

Proton: |u[ud]> Quark + Scalar Diquark
Equal Weight: L=0, L=1

R†
� q ! [q̄q̄]

3C ! 3C

R†
� q̄ ! [qq]

3̄C ! 3̄C

Tetraquark: 
diquark + antidiquark

de Téramond, Dosch, sjb
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Superconformal Quantum Mechanics 
Light-Front Holography

Universal slopes in n, L

de Téramond, Dosch, Lorcé, sjb

pion  
has no superpartner!
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HLFQCD: Longitudinal dynamics and CSB

4 Quest for a transverse potential
Superconformal algebraic structure in HLFQCD
[S. Fubini and E. Rabinovici, NPB 245, 17 (1984)]

• Superconformal algebra underlies in HLFQCD the scale invariance of the QCD Lagrangian. It leads to

the introduction of a scale in the Hamiltonian maintaining the action conformal invariant

• It incorporates a connection between mesons, baryons and tetraquarks underlying the SU(N)C
representation properties: N ! N ⇥N

• It leads to the baryon bound-state equations [GdT, H.G. Dosch and S. J. Brodsky, PRD 91, 045040 (2015)]
✓
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d⇣2
�

1� 4L2
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◆
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✓
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• Eigenvalues

M2 = 4�(n+ L+ 1)

• Eigenfunctions

 +(⇣) ⇠ ⇣
1
2+Le��⇣2/2LL

n(�⇣
2),  �(⇣) ⇠ ⇣

3
2+Le��⇣2/2LL+1

n (�⇣2)

ILCAC, 2 June 2021
Page 11

Baryon Spectroscopy from LF Holography

Same slope in n and L!

quark-diquark structure of baryons 

Rittenhouse West: Consequences for nuclear physics



`

• Universal quark light-front kinetic energy 

• Universal quark light-front potential energy 

• Universal Constant Contribution from AdS 
and Superconformal Quantum Mechanics

�M2
LFKE = 2(1 + 2n + L)

�M2
LFPE = 2(1 + 2n + L)

Equal: 
Virial 

Theorem 

hyperfine spin-spin

�M2
spin = 22(L + 2S + B � 1)

M2
H

2
= (1 + 2n + L) + (1 + 2n + L) + (2L + 4S + 2B � 2)

Universal Hadronic Decomposition



Novel QCD Effects in Hadrons and Nuclei    Stan BrodskyAPS-GHP Denver
Wednesday, 10 April 2019 

QCD Myths
• Anti-Shadowing is Universal: Nuclear  PDF Sum Rules! 

• ISI and FSI are higher twist effects and universal 

• High transverse momentum hadrons arise only from jet 
fragmentation  -- baryon anomaly! 

• heavy quarks only from gluon splitting 

• renormalization scale cannot be fixed 

• QCD condensates are vacuum effects 

• Infrared Slavery 

• Nuclei are composites of nucleons only 

• Real part of DVCS arbitrary
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Comparison with experimental ratios
R = F A

2 /F D
2 . The ordinate indicates the fractional differences

between experimental data and theoretical values: (Rexp −

Rtheo)/Rtheo.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Comparison with experimental data of
R = F A

2 /F C,Li
2

. The ratios (Rexp − Rtheo)/Rtheo are shown.

ters cannot be determined easily by the present data.
The χ2 analysis results are shown in comparison with

the data. First, χ2 values are listed for each nuclear
data set in Table III. The total χ2 divided by the degree
of freedom is 1.58. Comparison with the actual data is
shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 for the FA

2 /FD
2 , FA

2 /FC,Li
2 ,

and Drell-Yan (σpA
DY /σpA′

DY ) data, respectively. These ra-
tios are denoted Rexp for the experimental data and Rtheo

for the parametrization calculations. The deviation ra-
tios (Rexp−Rtheo)/Rtheo are shown in these figures. The
NPDFs are evolved to the experimental Q2 points, then
the ratios (Rexp − Rtheo)/Rtheo are calculated.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Comparison with Drell-Yan data of

R = σpA
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DY . The ratios (Rexp − Rtheo)/Rtheo are shown.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Parametrization results are compared
with the data of F2 ratios F Ca

2 /F D
2 and Drell-Yan ratios

σpCa
DY /σpD

DY . The theoretical curves and uncertainties are cal-
culated at Q2=5 GeV2 for the F2 ratios and at Q2=50 GeV2

for the Drell-Yan ratios.

As examples, actual data are compared with the
parametrization results in Fig. 5 for the ratios FCa

2 /FD
2

and σpCa
DY /σpD

DY . The shaded areas indicate the ranges of
NPDF uncertainties, which are calculated at Q2=5 GeV2

for the F2 ratios and at Q2=50 GeV2 for the Drell-Yan
ratios. The experimental data are well reproduced by the
parametrization, and the the data errors agree roughly
with the uncertainty bands. We should note that the
parametrization curves and the uncertainties are calcu-
lated at at Q2=5 and 50 GeV2, whereas the data are
taken at various Q2 points. In Fig. 5, the smallest-
x data at x=0.0062 for FCa

2 /FD
2 seems to deviate from

the parametrization curve. However, the deviation comes
simply from a Q2 difference. In fact, if the theoretical ra-
tio is estimated at the experimental Q2 point, the data
point agrees with the parametrization as shown in Fig.
2.
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Diffractive Contribution to Deep Inelastic Scattering: 
Implications for QCD Sum Rules and Nuclear Parton Distributions
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Inclusive Diffraction at HERA

F.-P. Schillinga∗ (on behalf of the H1 and ZEUS collaborations) †

aDESY, Notkestr. 85, D-22603 Hamburg, Germany

New precision measurements of inclusive diffractive deep-inelastic ep scattering interactions, performed by the
H1 and ZEUS collaborations at the HERA collider, are discussed. A new set of diffractive parton distributions,
determined from recent high precision H1 data, is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the biggest challenges in our under-
standing of QCD is the nature of colour sin-
glet exchange or diffractive interactions. The
electron-proton collider HERA is an ideal place to
study hard diffractive processes in deep-inelastic
ep scattering (DIS). In such interactions, the
point-like virtual photon probes the structure of
colour singlet exchange, similarly to inclusive DIS
probing proton structure.

2

β

Figure 1: Illustration of
a diffractive DIS event.

At HERA,
around 10% of
low x events
are diffractive
[1]. Experimen-
tally, such events
are identified by
either tagging
the elastically
scattered pro-
ton in Roman
pot spectrometers
60− 100 m down-
stream from the
interaction point
or by asking for

a large rapidity gap without particle production
between the central hadronic system and the
proton beam direction.

A diagram of diffractive DIS is shown in Fig. 1.
A virtual photon coupling to the beam electron

∗e-mail address: fpschill@mail.desy.de
†Talk presented at 31st Intl. Conference on High Energy
Physics ICHEP 2002, Amsterdam

interacts diffractively with the proton through
the exchange of a colour singlet and produces a
hadronic system X with mass MX in the final
state. If the 4-momenta of the incoming (out-
going) electron and proton are labeled l (l′) and
p (p′) respectively, the following kinematic vari-
ables can be defined: Q2 = −q2 = −(l − l′)2, the
photon virtuality; β = Q2/q.(p − p′), the longi-
tudinal momentum fraction of the struck quark
relative to the diffractive exchange; xIP = q.(p −
p′)/q.p, the fractional proton momentum taken
by the diffractive exchange and t = (p− p′)2, the
4-momentum squared transferred at the proton
vertex. Bjorken-x is given by x = xIP β. For the
measurements presented here typical values of xIP

are < 0.05. y = Q2/sx denotes the inelasticity,
where s is the ep CMS energy.

A diffractive reduced cross section σD(4)
r can be

defined via

d4σep→eXp

dxIP dt dβ dQ2
=

4πα2

βQ4

(

1 − y +
y2

2

)

σD(4)
r (xIP , t, β, Q2) , (1)

which is related to the diffractive structure func-
tions FD

2 and the longitudinal FD
L by

σD
r = FD

2 −
y2

2(1 − y + y2

2 )
FD

L . (2)

Except at the highest y, σD
r = FD

2 to a very good
approximation. If the outgoing proton is not de-
tected, the measurements are integrated over t:

σD(3)
r =

∫

dt σD(4)
r .

Diffractive DISDiffractive DIS 
(DDIS)


